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January 29, 2021 

Chief Judge Howell 
United States District Court 
District of Columbia 
333 Constitution Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20001 

Re: Kaul v Federation: 19-CV-3050 - K5 
       Kaul v Federation: 20-CV-01612 - K7 
       Disqualification Judge Tanya Chutkan + Claim resubmission 

The Kaul Cases : 

K1: Kaul v Christie: 16-CV-02364 
K2: Kaul v Christie: 18-CV-08086 
K3: Kaul v Schumer: 19-CV-13477 
K4: Kaul v Stolz: 18-CV-01489 
K5: Kaul v Federation: 19-CV-3050 
K6: State Criminal Complaint/Indictment v Defendant Kaufman 
K7: Kaul v Federation: 20-CV-01612 
K11-1: Kaul v Federation: 21-CV-00057 
K11-2: Kaul v Allstate: Docket Number Pending 
P1: Kaul/Patel v Allstate: 19-CV-08946 
P2: Kaul/Patel v Crist/State of New Jersey: 19-CV-09232 

Dear Chief Judge Howell, 

We write this letter to respectfully request the following: 

1. Judge Tanya Chutkan be immediately disqualified from the above cases.

2. All orders entered by Judge Chutkan be immediately vacated.
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3. This Court refer the Defendants to the FBI for having engaged in judicial
corruption.

4. This Court refer Judge Chutkan to the Judicial Disciplinary Council for the DC
Circuit.

5. This Court order Judge Chutkan to disclose to the record the following
information: (i) all financials holdings, including Forms AO10 for the last five (5)
years; (ii) any and all ex parte communications in which either she/agents have
engaged in with any Defendants/agents that relate/refer/pertain to in any manner
and in any mode (digital/non-digital) in the period from October 1, 2019 to the
present.

Please find enclosed a letter that was served upon you on January 20, 2021. Submitted 
with the letter were the following documents/exhibits: 

1. December 13, 2020: Letter from Plaintiffs re: disclosure conflicts of interest/fraud
on the court - Served on December 16, 2020 to both U.S.C.A. DC
Circuit/U.S.D.C.. Not published .

2. December 16, 2020: Report from US Senate re: role of Defendant Federation of
State Medica; Boards (“FSMB”) in “opiate epidemic” - Not published .

3. December 16, 2020: PRESERVATION OF RIGHT TO APPEAL - Served on
December 16, 2020 to both U.S.C.A. DC Circuit/U.S.D.C. Not published to
either district/appellate dockets.

4. December 19, 2020: Admissions of Fact - Served on December 21, 2020. Not
published. Facts admitted on December 25, 2020.

5. December 25, 2020: Motion for disqualification of Judge Tanya Chutkan - Served
on December 31, 2020. Not published. Not adjudicated. 

Enclosed within the January 2021 letter is further evidence of the Defendants corruption 
of this Court. The law considers such evidence to constitute felonies, and evidence that 
the law mandates you refer to independent federal investigative authorities. 
We respectfully inform this Court of the following: 

1. If by Tuesday February 2, 2021 the above relief has not been provided, we will
request that the US Congress/Senate Ethics Committee investigate the judicial
corruption evident in K5/K7.

2. If by Tuesday February 2, 2021 the above relief has not been provided, we will
move to re-submit our claims in another court, in recognition that the Constitution
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empowers us with the right to an impartial tribunal, a right violated by this court, 
and a right that protects our right to re-submit claims not legally adjudicated or 
that could ever be legally adjudicated in this court. 

 
Finally, understanding the pathological anatomy/physiology of judicial/legislative/political 
corruption by The Kaul Cases  Defendants, perpetrated by/with/through corrupted 
lawyers/law firms/political lobbyists/public relation firms, a wicked web of corruption that 
has the seat of American power in its perniciously corrosive grip, we inform the record 
that the husband of Judge Chutkan is a judge in the DC Superior Court system. 
Defendants Allstate/Geico have corrupted many judges in the NJ Superior Court 
system. We reserve our right to investigate the same of Judge Peter A. Krauthamer. 
 
We thank you for your attention to this very serious matter, and we hope that the 
Defendants recognize that the truth, when driven through them, like a nail with a 
hammer of will, will indeed bring them peace. They ought have no fear. 
 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 
Richard Arjun Kaul, MD 
 
Cc: All Counsel via email 
       All Parties with a legal or other interest 
       Kevin Phelan, CEO, LSV Management 
       The China Daily (with copies of The Kaul Cases) 
       Times of India (with copies of The Kaul Cases ) 
        Financial Times of London 
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January 13, 2021 

Chief Judge Howell 
United States District Court 
District of Columbia 
333 Constitution Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20001 

Re: Kaul v Federation 
20-CV-01612 - K7
Motions for Default/Default Judgment

Dear Chief Judge Howell, 

I address this letter/submission to your attention as on January 3, 2021, Judge Chutkan 
became disqualified from the above cases (Exhibit 1-K7-005 ). However, in keeping 
with a pattern of judicial misconduct evident in the record of K5, the disqualification 
document has still not been published to the dockets of either K5/K7. The Fedexed 
document was received by Judge Chutkan on December 31, 2020 at approximately 
1:10 pm EST. 

Obstruction of Justice 

The record in K5 is replete with evidence that Judge Chutkan in collusion/conspiracy 
with the Defendants engaged in a scheme to obstruct the prosecution of K5 by 
Plaintiffs Kaul/Feldman. One of the many acts of misconduct is detailed below, as it 
pertains to Defendant Jay Howard Solomon: 

1. July 24, 2020: D.E. 120 - Kaul moved for Default against Defendant Jay Howard
Solomon (“Solomon” ) (Exhibit 2-K7-134 ).

2. July 28, 2020: D.E. 124 - The Clerk of the Court entered Default ( Exhibit 3-
K7-139).
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3. August 17, 2020: D.E. 141 - Based on the entry of Default, Kaul moved for
Default Judgment against Defendant Solomon (Exhibit 4-K7-141 ). On Page 4 of
11 Kaul states:
“The record in this matter is clear: Defendant Solomon was personally
served on December 5, 2019 with the Summons and Complaint in this
action but failed to timely appear. On July 24, 2020 Kaul moved for entry of
default, which was published to the court docket on July 28, 2020. However,
Solomon did not move to vacate default and respond to the Complaint, and
to date, Solomon, has still not responded to the Complaint.”

4. August 28, 2020: - Judge Chutkan entered a knowingly false statement
(underlined) onto the record, in order to perpetuate the Defendants/Court’s
obstruction of justice and ‘Fraud on the Court’:
“MINUTE ORDER: Denying without prejudice 141 Plaintiffs' Motion for
Default as to JAY HOWARD SOLOMON. Plaintiffs attached no evidentiary
support, nor did they provide citations to the record to establish service of
process. (See Pls.' Mot. at 2.) The court has no obligation to scour the
record in search of the evidentiary basis for Plaintiffs' motion, particularly
here, where the Plaintiffs have sued close to 40 Defendants and the docket
currently contains over 150 entries. The Clerk of the Court shall mail a copy
of this order to: RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, 440c Somerset Drive, Pearl River,
NY 10965 and ARNOLD ERWIN FELDMAN, 2000 Cheney Highway, Suite 103,
#273, Titusville, FL 32780. Signed by Judge Tanya S. Chutkan on
8/28/2020. (DJS) (Entered: 08/28/2020)”

5. September 17, 2020: D.E. 147 - Kaul re-filed a motion for entry of Default
Judgment against Defendant Solomon ( Exhibit 5 )(K7-153)

6. September 23, 2020: - Judge Chutkan, in furtherance of her/Defendants scheme

to obstruct Kaul’s prosecution of the case entered the following order:
MINUTE ORDER: Granting 145 Defendant STEVEN LOMAZOW, GREGORY
PRZYBYLSKI, and JAY HOWARD SOLOMON's Motion to Set Aside Clerk's
Entry of Default (See ECF Nos. 122 124 .) The court construes Defendants'
motion as a request to join the "New Jersey" Defendants' motion to sever/
transfer 82 and hereby orders that LOMAZOW, PRZYBYLSKI and
SOLOMON's obligation to respond to the Complaint is hereby stayed
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pending resolution of the motion to sever/transfer. The Clerk of the Court 
shall mail a copy of this order to: RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, 440c Somerset 
Drive, Pearl River, NY 10965 and ARNOLD ERWIN FELDMAN, 2000 Cheney 
Highway, Suite 103, #273, Titusville, FL 32780. Signed by Judge Tanya S. 
Chutkan on 9/23/2020. (DJS) (Entered: 09/23/2020) 

Judge Chutkan’s construance of “Defendants’ motion [set aside defaults] as a 
request to join the “New Jersey” Defendants’ motion to sever/transfer”  evidences, 
her aiding/abetting the Defendants corruption of the Court. Her motivation for violating 
the law is detailed in a disqualification motion Kaul filed, that was received in the Court 
on December 31, 2020, but has not yet been published to either the K5/K7 dockets. 

On December 16, 2019 service was attempted on Defendant FSMB, but was 
unsuccessful due to the fact that the process server, for some as yet unknown reason, 
failed to redirect service at Defendant FSMB’s new address ( Exhibit 6)(K7-173). 

Defendant FSMB failed to answer or otherwise plead. On July 29, 2020 counsel, Jay 
Brown, filed a NOTICE of Appearance (D.E. 125) for Defendant FSMB and motion to 
vacate Default (D.E. 121). The motion was never adjudicated and Defendant FSMB 
remains in Default 

On July 31, 2020  Judge Chutkan entered a MINUTE ORDER, in which she identified 
the existence of unadjudicated motions, a fact, one of many, that makes K5 currently 
unappealable, e.g. Defendant FSMB was re-served with a Summons and Complaint on 
August 25, 2020, and failed to answer or otherwise plead. Defendant FSMB thus 
remains in Default and there remains an unadjudicated motion (D.E. 121) to vacate this 
Default. The law thus finds that all claims as to all parties have not been adjudicated, 
and Judge Chutkan knowingly violated the law in certifying the case for appeal, as there 
remain: 

“ … the number of outstanding motions …” (July 31, 2020). 

The above preamble to the motions for Default/Default Judgment in K7 communicates a 
simple story, that officially commenced, at least in my case, on April 2, 2012. The 
Defendants in furtherance of their political/professional/economic agendas have 
corrupted state/federal politicians/judges, and Judge Chutkan, as detailed in the 
disqualification motion, is the most recent addition to this unscrupulous cast of unsavory 
characters. Individuals entrusted by society to be the guardians of law, that have thus 
proven themselves to be the most lawless. In their defense however, these individuals, 
the judges/lawyers are but the puppets of the master puppeteers, Defendants 
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Allstate/Geico/TD. These corporations are however, big enough “to fail” and as it is 
said, the “bigger they are, the harder they fall”, and when they do, which they will, 
the puppets will tell their tales.  

I urge you and this Court to now follow the law and enter Default/Default Judgment 
against Defendants: 1. Federation of State Medical Boards; 2. New Jersey Board of 
Medical; Examiners; 3. William Roeder; 4. Allstate Insurance Company(K7-174-205) 

I also urge you to follow the law and deny any motions to vacate the Defaults/Default 
Judgments. 

Please also be informed that the issue of the Defendants corruption of judges in 
Defendant District of New Jersey-Newark (“DNJ-N” ) is in the process of being referred 
nationwide to state/federal prosecutorial authorities. The top ten corporations that invest 
in Defendants Allstate/Geico/TD and the Defendants’ market competitors are aware of 
Kaul’s prosecution of The Kaul Cases  and have been informed that new claims will 
commence in 2021. 

I thank you for your attention to this very serious matter. 

Yours sincerely 

Richard Arjun Kaul, MD 

cc: All Counsel via email 
      All Parties with a legal or other interest 
      Mortimer Buckley, CEO, The Vanguard Group 
      Top ten corporate shareholders in Defendants Allstate/Geico/TD 
      Financial Times of London 
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December 25, 2020 
 
 
 
 
 

District Judge Tanya Chutkan 
United States District Court 
District of Columbia 
333 Constitution Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
 
Re: Kaul v Federation: 19-CV-3050 - K5 
       Kaul v Federation: 20-CV-01612 - K7 
       Motion for judicial disqualification of Judge Chutkan + Vacatur of all 
       orders/judgments + self-referral to Judicial Council/US Senate/FBI. 
 
Dear Judge Chutkan, 
 
Please find submitted the above motion. 
 
Please note that if by January 3, 2021 , you fail to sign the ORDER sheet, then the law 
will grant the within relief, and we will move accordingly. 
 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 
___________________                                             ______________________ 
Richard Arjun Kaul, MD                                              Arnold Erwin Feldman, MD 
 
cc: All Counsel via email 
      All parties with a legal or other interest 
      Clerk of the Court for the Third Circuit 
      Clerk of the Court for the District of Columbia 
      Clerk of the Court for SCOTUS 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

 
 
 

_______________________________________ 
 
RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD (K5 + K7)                         Case No. 19-CV-3050-K5-TSC 
ARNOLD ERWIN FELDMAN, MD (K5)                           Case No. 20-CV-01612-K7-TSC 
 
Plaintiffs                                                                            AFFIDAVIT AND MOTION IN 
                                                                                          SUPPORT OF APPLICATION 
v.                                                                                       FOR JUDICIAL 
                                                                                          DISQUALIFICATION OF 
FEDERATION OF STATE MEDICAL BOARDS                UNITED STATES DISTRICT 
ET AL (K5 + K7)                                                                JUDGE TANYA CHUTKAN 
                                                                                          PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. 144 
Defendants                                                                         AND 28 U.S.C. 455 
________________________________________ 
 
 
We, Richard Arjun Kaul, MD, and Arnold Erwin Feldman, MD, do hereby swear under 
oath and penalty of perjury that the facts, reasons and statements submitted in support 
of this application  are true and accurate to the best of our knowledge. 
 
 
 
Dated: December 25, 2020  
 
 
 
 
 
___________________                                 _____________________ 
Richard Arjun Kaul, MD                                 Arnold Erwin Feldman, MD 
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Law + Legal Argument 
 

 
This application is based on the law quoted/legal argument advanced in the successful 
motion for disqualification of district judge, Kevin McNulty (K1-D.E. 334) (copy 
enclosed). 
 

Facts 
 

This application is based on the within admitted facts (copy enclosed). 
 

 
Conclusion + Relief Sought 

 
1. Plaintiffs Kaul and Feldman assert that based on the above 

facts/reasons/arguments, Judge Tanya Chutkan be immediately disqualified from 
K5/K7, and that all orders/judgments be immediately vacated. 

 
2. Plaintiffs Kaul and Feldman demand that Judge Tanya Chutkan immediately 

refer this motion  for disqualification to her disciplinary body, the Judicial Council. 
 

3. Plaintiffs Kaul and Feldman demand that Judge Tanya Chutkan immediately 
refer this motion to the Senate Judiciary Committee. 

 
4. Plaintiffs Kaul and Feldman demand that Judge Tanya Chutkan immediately 

refer this motion and the Defendants to the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 
 

5. Plaintiffs Kaul and Feldman demand that Judge Tanya Chutkan immediately 
refer this motion to counsel for members of the S/P 500 and the board of the 
NYSE. 
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Order 
 

1. It is hereby ordered that on December 25, 2020, Judge Tanya Chutkan is 
immediately disqualified from any further administrative, ministerial, legal or other 
involvement in any of The Kaul Cases . 

 
2. It is hereby ordered that on December 25, 2020 all orders entered in K5/K7 by 

Judge Tanya Chutkan and any magistrate judge/s acting under her authority are 
immediately vacated. 

 
3. It is hereby ordered that on December 25, 2020 all Defendants disclose to the 

record any and all monies/bribes/ex-parte communications that have, since 
February 22, 2016, been exchanged between them, their agents and any 
American state/federal judges/politicians and or their agents. 

 
4. It is hereby declared that the Defendants FSMB/SMB, Allstate and 

Geico-Berkshire Hathaway have perpetrated decades-long schemes of global 
judicial/political corruption. 

 
5. It is hereby declared that Defendants FSMB/SMB, Allstate and Geico-Berkshire 

Hathaway are the corporate equivalent of ‘El Chapo’ in terms of crimes against 
humanity, as evident in COVID-19 related mortality/morbidity, for which the law 
holds them liable. 

 
 
 
Dated: January 3, 2021                                                   ____________________ 
                                                                                           Judge Tanya Chutkan 
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Honorable Kevin McNulty 
United States District Judge 
District of New Jersey 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

Re: Kaul v Christie, et al., 
Docket No. 16-CV-02364 - Kl 
Docket No. 18-CV-08086- K2 

www.drrichardkaul.con 

May 6, 2019 

Motion for judicial disqualification of Judge Kevin McNu1ty + Transfer of cases to the 
United States District Court for the Southern District of New York 

Dear Judge McNulty, 

Please find submitted papers in support of the above applica: ic,n. 

Yours sincerely 

72KM£ 2 )LJ 
Richard Arjun Kaul, MD 
cc: The Third Circuit Federal Court of Appeals 

The United States Supreme Court 
All counsel of record 
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UNIT~D STATES DISTRICT ,ol,JRT 
FQR THE DISTRICT OF NEW JERSEY 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 

Plaintiff 

v. 

CHRISTOPHER J. CHRISTIE, ESQ ET ALS., 

Defendants 

Case No. 16-CV-02364 

AFFIDAVIT AND MOTION IN SUPPORT OF 
APPLICATION FOR JUDICIAL 
DISQUALIFICATION OF UNITED STATES 
DISTRICT COURT JUDGE KEVIN McNULTY 
PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. § 144 AND 
28 u.s.c. § 455 

I, Richard Arjun Kaul, MD, do hereby swear under oath and µi%~1ty of perjury that the facts, 

reasons and statements submitted in support of this application are true and accurate to the 

best of my knowledge. 

Dated: May 6, 2019 

For reference purposes: 
Kl: Kaul v Christie: 16-CV-02364 
K2: Kaul v Christie: 18-CV-08086 
K3: Kaul v Schumer: 19-CV-3046 

Richarci ,l\rjun Kaul, MD 
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Contents 

Authorities ............................................................................................................................. 5 

Relevant Facts ........................................................................................................................ 6 

Legal Argument .................................................................................................................... 16 

Preface ............................................................................................................................ 16 

28 U.S.C. § 455 states: ...................................................................................................... 16 

A. 455(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall disqualify 
himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might reasonably be questioned.18 

B. 455(b)(l) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances: Where he has 
personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or personal knowledge of disputed 
evidentiary facts concerning the proceeding ................................................................ 25 

C. 455(b)(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in controversy, or 
a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served during such association as a 
lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge or such lawyer has been a material witness 
concerning it .............................................................................................................. 28 

D. 28 U.S.C. § 455 (b)(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or 
minor child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject matter in 
controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other interest that could be 
substantially affected by the outcome of the proceeding ............................................ 29 

E. 28 U.S.C. § 455 (e) Waiver of Disqualification .............................................................. 31 

28 U.S.C. § 144 states .............................................................................................................. 32 

F. 28 U.S.C. § 144 Whenever a party to a proceeding in a district court makes and files a 

timely and sufficient affidavit that the judge before whom the matter is pending has a 

personal bias or prejudice either against him or in favor of any adverse party, such 

judge shall proceed no further therein, but another judge shall be assigned to hear 

such proceeding ............................................................................................................ 32 

The affidavit shall state the facts and the reasons for the belief that bias or prejudice 

exists, and shall be filed not less than ten days before the beginning of the term at 

which the proceeding is to be heard, or good cause shall be shown for failure to file it 

within such time. A party may file only one such affidavit in any case. It shall be 

accompanied by a certificate of counsel of record stating that it is made in good 

faith ........................................................................................................................ 32 

G. Kaul's application for disqualification is timely ............................................................ 33 
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Conclusion + Relief Sought .................................................................................................... 35 
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Relevant Facts 

1. From approximately 2006 to 2012, Judge McNulty was the director of Gibbons, P.C., a 
prominent New Jersey based law firm. 

2. In 2012 Judge McNulty was appointed to the federal bench upon a recommendation 
from now deceased US Senator Frank Lautenberg (D-NJ), who made the recommendation at 
the behest of US Senator Charles Schumer (D-NY). Judge McNulty is the brother-in-law of 
Senator Schumer, to whose sister he is married. 

3. Upon appointment to the federal bench, Judge McNulty did not divest himself or his 
family of his assets or income from his law firm and has continued to remain an indirect 
beneficiary of the revenues from Gibbons, P.C. law firm. 

4. Judge McNulty was assigned to Kl in or around April 19, 2016. 

5. Upon assignment, Judge McNulty became aware that he had represented two of the 
defendants in a state court related matter (D.E. 305-2 Page ID 8305), but he failed to either 
recuse himself or bring this matter to the attention of Kaul or the Court. The motive for his 
failure of disclosure, was that these two defendants have remained fee-paying clients of his law 
firm. 

6. From the commencement of the case, Judge McNulty became aware that his law firm 
was representing two of the defendants, Lindy Washburn and the North Jersey Media Group, 
buy yet he failed to recuse himself or disclose this fact to Kaul or the Court. The motive for his 
failure of disclosure, was that these two defendants were fee-paying clients of his law firm, 
from which he has continued to remain a beneficiary since his appointment to the federal 
bench. 

7. For the entirety of the case, a period of three (3) years, Judge McNulty improperly 
obstructed Kaul's prosecution of the case by arbitrarily denying him discovery. The motive for 
the obstruction of justice, was that Judge McNulty remained the beneficiary of revenues from 
his law firm, a firm of which two of the defendants (Heary + University Hospital) continued to 
remain fee-paying clients, and of which another two of the defendants (Washburn + North 
Jersey Media Group) became current fee-paying clients. 

8. Judge McNulty's deliberate delay of the case was also motivated by his effort to 
dissuade Kaul from prosecuting the case (D.E. 313-1 Page ID 8447), a case in which he and or his 
law firm either represented defendants in Kl or a case in which some of the defendants had 
been represented by Judge McNulty, when he practiced law. These latter individuals have 
remained fee-paying clients of his law firm. 
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9. On multiple occasions throughout the case, Judge McNulty engaged in improper ex 
parte communications with defendants' counsel (D.E. 313-1 Page ID 8397). 

10. Judge McNulty is the brother-in-law of US Senator, Charles Schumer. From the 
commencement of the case on February 22, 2016 to its improper dismissal on February 25, 
2019, Senator Schumer has received substantial 'political campaign' donations from defendants 
Allstate New Jersey Insurance Company and Geico (D.E. 313-1 Page ID 8418). These monies 
were 'donated' to Senator Schumer, in order that he exploit his relationship with his brother-in
law in order to pervert the course of justice and influence the outcome of the case. On March 7, 
2019 Kaul sent a letter to Senator Schumer, that requested he confirm or deny if he or his 
agents had engaged in any communications with any of the defendants or their agents, 
pertaining to Kl+ K2. 

11. On February 22, 2019 Judge McNulty entered an opinion/order that he knew did not 
truthfully reflect the law, the facts or evidence of the case, an opinion/order that he knew was 
false (D.E. 300). The knowing falsity of Judge McNulty's opinion/order evidences his 
biased/prejudicial state-of-mind against Kaul. 

12. On April 4, 2019 Kaul filed suit against Senator Charles E. Schumer in the United States 
District Court for the Southern District of New York (19-CV-3046- K3) (copy enclosed). 

13. Judge McNulty has profited from the case, as a consequence of the fact that he has, 
since his appointment to the federal bench in 2012, remained a commercial beneficiary of K3 
defendant, Gibbons, PC, a law firm of which he was the director. K3 defendant Gibbons, PC, 
represents Kl/K2 defendants Washburn+ North Jersey Media Group. Judge McNulty's 
biased/prejudiced state-of-mind is partly a consequence of this profiteering, a scheme in which 
Judge McNulty has converted his bench into a racketeering enterprise. 

14. Judge McNulty is the brother-in-law of US Senator, Charles E. Schumer, a senior figure in 
the American Democratic party, and an individual who received bribes from defendants Allstate 
Insurance Company+ Geico + TD Bank, NA, as part of a series of quid pro schemes, purposed to 
obstruct Kaul's prosecution of Kl. Senator Schumer conspired with Judge McNulty to obstruct 
Kaul's prosecution of Kl, and to cause its dismissal with prejudice on February 22, 2019. 

15. Judge McNulty conspired with his brother-in-law, Senator Charles E. Schumer, to pervert 
the course of justice and prevent Kaul from presenting evidence to the public of crimes 
committed by Kl/K2 defendants. These acts evidence Judge McNulty's biased/prejudiced state
of-mind, and the exercise of this state-of-mind in order to pervert the course of justice. 

16. Judge McNulty's participation in the SCHUMER RICO Enterprise, as alleged in K3, was a 
consequence of, an act in furtherance of, and evidence of his bias/prejudicial state-of-mind and 
appearance of partiality against Kaul. 
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17. Judge McNulty's participation in the SCHUMER RICO Enterprise, as alleged in K3, 
involved him in the commission of following acts, all of which evidence his bias/prejudicial 
state-of-mind: (i} obstruct Kaul's prosecution of the case; (ii} quash all of Kaul's information 
subpoenas; (iii} deny all of Kaul's discovery requests; (iv} deny all of Kaul's motions; (v} dismiss 
with prejudice all of Kaul's federal-law claims; (vi} dismiss without prejudice of all Kaul's state
law claims. A "reasonable man" looking at such malfeasance/misconduct might say to himself, 
"the judge has been corrupted". 

18. Judge McNulty's knowing and willful participation in the scheme to deceive Kaul by 
orchestrating a charade of due process, evidences his biased/prejudicial state-of-mind. It is this 
state-of-mind that has caused Judge McNulty to violate his legal oath to uphold the 
Constitution and remain loyal to the law. Judge McNulty's willful ignorance and derision ("sea 

of grievances" D.E. 200 Page ID 3755) of the gross injustices committed against Kaul and his 
children (2006 to 2019), can only emanate from a heart and mind that has been thoroughly 
corrupted by money. Where is the principle, integrity or honor, or is it all just about money? 

19. Judge McNulty's biased/prejudicial state-of-mind and conduct prohibit him from any 
further involvement in the case, a case in which he knowingly obstructed Kaul's efforts at 
evidence gathering, in the knowledge that it would permit the defendants and third-party 
witnesses to delete /destroy/spoil evidence. 

20. Judge McNulty's biased/prejudicial state-of -mind and conduct are evidenced in the fact 
that he willingly and with full knowledge participated in a scheme, in which there existed a 
corrupt intent to pervert the course of justice, and a scheme in which he did in fact pervert the 
course of justice, with the instrument of a federal court and its attendant authority. 

21. Judge McNulty's biased/prejudicial state-of-mind and conduct are evidenced in the fact 
that he willingly and with full knowledge used the US wires in furtherance of a scheme that he 
knew was illegal. A cause+ consequence of his bias/prejudice was money. The defendants in 
their desperation to avoid economic/reputational obliteration, calculated that the legal risk of 
corrupting a federal judge/US Senator, was outweighed by the risk of losing the case. Their 
calculation, as with every other calculation they have made, was wrong. Obstruction of justice 
leads to lengthier jail terms, than does perjury+ evidential falsification. 

22. Judge McNulty's biased/prejudicial state-of-mind and conduct are evidenced in the fact 
that he knew the purpose of the defendants' scheme, as detailed in K3, was to cause him to 
obstruct Kaul's prosecution of Kl, by denying his motions, denying him discovery, quashing his 
subpoenas and dismissing with prejudice his federal-law claims. In essence, denying Kaul access 
to substantive justice and willfully and knowingly violating his constitutionally protected right to 
due process. 

23. Judge McNulty's biased/prejudicial state-of-mind and conduct are evidenced by the fact 
that he, in collusion and conspiracy with his brother-in-law, converted the United States District 
Court for the District of New Jersey into a racketeering enterprise, the purpose of which was to 
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profit from the case and obstruct Kaul' s prosecution of the matter. Judge McNulty and K3 
defendant Schumer, participated in a series of multiple quid pro quo schemes with the 
defendants, in which the "quid" were bribes paid by defendants to Judge McNulty and K3 
defendant Schumer, and the "quo" was the perversion/obstruction of the course of justice. The 
irony in this is that the 'home' of justice became the 'hell' of justice, that prelude to democratic 
dissolution. 

24. Judge McNulty's biased/prejudicial state-of-mind and conduct are evidenced by the fact 
that he knew that by obstructing Kaul's prosecution of Kl, he would prevent him from 
disclosing to the public evidence of the crimes committed by the Kl/K2 defendants in the 
administrative board proceedings (April 9, 2013 to December 13, 2013). Judge McNulty's aiding 
and abetting the defendants' cover-up' of their crimes is consistent with his bias/prejudice 
against Kaul, which is partly a product of bribery. 

25. Judge McNulty's biased/prejudicial state-of-mind and conduct are partly the product of 
his and the Court's improper internet searches of Kaul. In today's digital world, those digitally 
seeking others, expose themselves and their digital profiles to identification. Secrets are no 
more. 

26. Judge McNulty's biased/prejudicial state-of-mind and conduct are evidenced by his 
involvement in the racketeering schemes, as alleged in K3, and particularly by his knowledge 
that one of the scheme's goals, was an attempt to deceive Kaul into thinking that justice was 
being served. Judge McNulty played a central role in the perpetration of this charade of due 
process, an abuse and knowingly false use of the authority of the United States District Court 
for the District of New Jersey. 

27. Judge McNulty's biased/prejudicial state-of-mind and conduct are evidenced by the fact 
that he knew that Kaul had raised many objections and arguments as to the fact that he would 
not receive "substantive justice" in New Jersey, but yet still used the power of the court to 
obstruct Kaul's prosecution of the case. It would appear that Judge McNulty has proven Kaul to 
be right. 

28. Judge McNulty's biased/prejudicial state-of-mind and conduct are evidenced by the fact 
that he knew the defendants had flagrantly violated Kaul's right to due process in the 
administrative board proceedings, but yet on June 30, 2017, he dismissed with prejudice the 
most culpable 'state' defendants with the intention of weakening Kaul's case. 

29. Judge McNulty's biased/prejudicial state-of-mind and conduct against Kaul are 
evidenced in his opinions. On June 30, 2017, Judge McNulty, without specific knowledge of the 
political and clinical events that surrounded the cardiac arrest and death, of a patient treated 
by Kaul on March 9, 1999 in the UK, characterized it as "tragic" (D.E. 200 Page 3713). However, 
Judge McNulty expressed no opinion as to the surgical catastrophe caused in 1999 by 
Defendant Heary to patient Joseph Howard, a thirty-five (35) year old otherwise healthy male, 
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who was left quadriplegic after having been operated on by defendant Heary at Defendant 
University Hospital (D.E. 180-3 Page ID 3420). 

30. Judge McNulty's biased/prejudicial state-of-mind and conduct is consistent with the fact 
that he represented two of the defendants in the Heary/Howard case, a case that resulted in a 
$5.2 million verdict, and found its way to the New Jersey Supreme Court. The Court 
admonished Heary for lying to the patient about his credentials. Heary had misled Howard into 
believing he was qualified to perform a cervical vertebrectomy. He was not. Defendant Heary, 
of all people, should have just kept his mouth shut about other physicians. Kaul does not 
believe that Defendant Heary feels so bold these days. The "coward". Defendant Kaufman is a 
close second. 

31. In his written opinions/orders Judge McNulty has conveyed a lack of impartiality, that 
would be evident to the mind of a "reasonable man", and would make him question Judge 
McNulty's ability to impartially adjudicate the matter. 

32. Based on a "reasonable man's" observations of Judge McNulty's lack of "appearance" 
of impartiality, as evidenced in his written opinions/orders, Judge McNulty must be disqualified 
in order to maintain the public's confidence in the judiciary. 

33. Judge McNulty's bias/prejudice/appearance of partiality against Kaul is found in his 
opinions/orders and other parts of the case file: 

a. Joseph Howard+ "tragic": On June 30, 2017, Judge McNulty, without specific 
knowledge of the political + clinical + legal events that surrounded the cardiac arrest 
and death. of a patient to whom Kaul had provided anesthetic care on March 9, 1999 
in a British National Health Dental Clinic (government funded clinic), described the 
case as "tragic" (D.E. 200 Page 3713)- In contrast, and evidencing his "appearance" 
of partiality, Judge McNulty neither referenced nor described the surgical 
catastrophe that was caused by defendant Heary + University Hospital in late 1999, 
when an otherwise thirty-five year old male, Joseph Howard, was caused to become 
a quadriplegic after Defendant Heary had operated on his neck, and severed his 
spinal cord. (D.E. 180-3 Page 3420). The subsequent malpractice case resulted in 
$5.2 million-dollar verdict, and found its way to the New Jersey Supreme Court, who 
admonished Defendant Heary for lying to the patient about his qualifications to 
perform a cervical corpectomy. Judge McNulty represented two of the Kl 
defendants in this matter (D.E. 305-2 Page ID 8305), a fact he never disclosed to 
Kaul, the record or the Court. In neither his opinion of June 30, 2017 (D.E. 200 Page 
ID 3698 to Page ID 3766) nor his opinion of February 22, 2019 (D.E. 300 Page ID 8171 
to Page ID 8217) did Judge McNulty reference, let alone describe, this case as 
"tragic". It was completely ignored, and Kaul asserts that if this case were to ever be 
tried before Judge McNulty, which it will not, this evidence would be excluded. 

b. Ignoring the evidence: On June 30, 2017, Judge McNulty issued a sixty-six (66) page 
opinion (D.E. 200 Page ID 3698 to Page ID 3766), in which he devoted six (6) pages 
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(D.E. 200 Page ID 3707 to Page ID 3712) to a recitation of patient testimony and legal 
conclusions, that resulted in the issuance of an opinion on December 13, 2013, by K2 
defendant and ex-administrative law judge, Jay Howard Solomon. On January 17, 
2018, Kaul submitted onto the docket a document entitled 'The Solomon Critique' 
(D.E. 225). It is the product of Kaul having cross-referenced almost twenty-seven 
thousand (27,000) lines of legal transcript, with the one hundred and five (105) page 
opinion of K2 defendant Solomon. Kaul did not come into possession of the entire 
transcript until September 2017. 'The Solomon Critique' proves with the state's own 
evidence, that in a period from April 9, 2013 to December 13, 2013, K1/K2 
defendants, Gregory Przybylski, MD,+ Andrew Kaufman, MD+ Jay Howard Solomon, 
Esq, collectively committed two hundred and seventy-eight (278) separate 
instances of perjury+ evidential omissions + misrepresentations + gross 
mischaracterizations in the administrative board proceedings that resulted in the 
illegal revocation of Kaul's license on March 12, 2014. Further, on February 11, 2019, 
as Exhibit 18 of his motion for summary judgment against Defendant Allstate New 
Jersey Insurance Company, Kaul submitted a document entitled 'The Solomon 
Critique 2' (D.E. 299-18 Page ID 7201 to D.E. 299-26 Page ID 8170). This document is 
a focused analysis on the testimony of Defendant Przbylski, the state's 'star expert', 
upon whose fraudulent testimony Kaul's license was illegally revoked. This 
document proves that in a period from April 9, 2013 to December 13, 2013, 
Defendant Przybylski in conjunction with K2 defendants Hafner+ Solomon 
collectively committed two hundred and twenty-two (222) separate instances of 
perjury+ evidential omissions+ falsifications+ misrepresentations. (D.E. 299-18 
Page ID 7203). In addition to the submission ofthis evidence, Kaul submitted further 
evidence in the form of affidavits and e-mails (D.E. 299 Page ID 7044 to Page ID 
7065) that, as detailed in his motion for summary judgment against Defendant 
Allstate New Jersey Insurance Company (D.E. 299 Page ID 7017 to Page ID 8170), are 
conclusive of his claims and disprove the defendants' defenses. Contained within 
this submission was an article entitled, 'How Many Die From Medical Mistakes In 
US Hospitals?'. The answer is 440,000 annually. Also contained within this 
submission is a document entitled 'The Przybylski Disciplinary Notice' (D.E. 299-22 
Page ID 7502 to Page ID 7505), which contains notice of an official public disciplinary 
proceeding/finding against Defendant Przybylski by the American Association of 
Neurological Surgeons (AANS), on April 21, 2017, in which they concluded that 
Defendant Przybylski had provided knowingly false testimony in a medical 
malpractice case against another physician. The AANS stated: "The Board of 
Directors also concluded that Dr. Przybylski violated Section A.4 by 
misrepresenting the standard of care when he testified that antibiotic treatment 
for six weeks after an esophageal tear closure, monitoring ESR and CRP and 

personal review of esophageal swallow studies are all required during treatment 
of a pharyngeal tear." (D.E.299-22 Page ID 7505). 

c. Ignoring the evidence: On February 22, 2019, in response to Kaul's motion for 
summary judgment against Defendant Allstate New Jersey Insurance Company, 
hurriedly and in a 'knee-jerk' manner consistent with having been given an order by 
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the defendants, Judge McNulty entered an opinion/order (D.E. 300 Page ID 8171 to 
Page ID 8217), that was factually and legally flawed, and is further evidence of both 
his bias/prejudicial state-of-mind and his "appearance" of partiality against Kaul. 
Judge McNulty's opinion, once again, contains a five to six-page recitation of patient 
testimony and legal conclusions from the one hundred and five (105) page opinion 
of K2 defendant Solomon. However, and as irrefutable evidence of his 
bias/prejudice/appearance of partiality against Kaul, he completely ignores the 
evidence submitted by Kaul in support of his motion for summary judgment against 
Defendant Allstate New Jersey Insurance Company (D.E. 299 Page ID 7017 to Page ID 
8170). Specifically, he ignores the evidence of 'The Solomon Critique' (D.E. 225) + 
'The Solomon Critique 2' (D.E. 299-18 Page ID 7201 to D.E. 299-26 Page ID 8170), 
evidence that unequivocally, irrefutably and undeniably prove that the 
administrative board proceedings (April 9, 2013 to December 13, 2013) were a 
massive fraud perpetrated by both state and private actors, who, under direction 
from K2 defendant Christie, converted the State of New Jersey and its agencies into 
racketeering enterprises, through which state and private actors conducted multiple 
patterns of racketeering, through the commission of the predicate acts of mail fraud 
+ wire fraud + bribery+ obstruction of justice+ kickbacks+ perjury. The common 
purpose of these schemes, as understood and facilitated by the defendants was to 
illegally revoke Kaul's license, and eradicate the debt of certain defendants, and 
eliminate the threat of competition that his practice posed. Judge McNulty's 
complete silence on Kaul's evidence is evidence of his biased/prejudicial/appearance 
of partiality against Kaul, which demands that he be disqualified from the case, and 
his orders become subject to vacatur. 

d. 440,000 deaths: In his opinion of February 22, 2019 (D.E. 300), Judge McNulty, in 
stark contrast to his "tragic" opinion regarding the UK case, a case about which he 
knew little, neither referenced not offered any opinion as to the fact that every year 
in the United States, 440,000 people die consequent to medical mistakes. Judge 
McNulty's silence on this issue evidences his bias/prejudicial/appearance of 
partiality against Kaul and is further evidence as to why Judge McNulty must be 
disqualified, and his orders become subject to vacatur. 

e. "Meritless": On June 30, 2017, Judge McNulty entered an opinion/order in which he 
described Kaul's claims of evidence tampering in the administrative board 
proceedings as "meritless" (D.E. 200 Page ID 3759). 'The Solomon Critique' (D.E. 
225) + 'The Solomon Critique 2' (D.E. 299-18 Page ID 7201 to D.E. 299-26 Page ID 
8170) prove otherwise. However, despite this 'mountain' of evidence, Judge 
McNulty, consistent with his bias/prejudice/appearance or partiality, failed to state 
that his previous "meritless" mischaracterization was false, and that the evidence 
submitted by Kaul proved that the administrative board proceedings were a massive 
fraud. In fact, not only did Judge McNulty not recognize his 
mistake/error/malevolent mischaracterization, but he repeated the term 
"meritless" in his AMENDED OPINION (amending D.E. 200) (D.E. 303 Page ID 8282), 
despite the fact that he knew, and the evidence proved that Kaul's claims were valid 
and merit-full. This evidences Judge McNulty's bias/prejudice/appearance of 
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partiality against Kaul and provide further evidence as to why Judge McNulty must 
be disqualified from the case, and his orders become subject to vacatur. 

f. Stein: Defendant Stein was named in the Original Complaint, filed on February 22, 
2016, but has failed to answer or otherwise plead. On December 22, 2016, Kaul filed 
a motion and affidavit for entry of default judgment against Defendant Stein (D.E. 
149 Page ID 1977). The Court ignored Kaul's motion, and on February 8, 2017, Kaul 
submitted a letter to the Court, in which he inquired as to if and when the Court 
would enter default judgment against Defendant Stein (D.E. 159 Page ID 2045). Kaul 
received no response from the Court, and on June 13, 2017 re-submitted his motion 
for entry of default judgment against defendant Stein (D.E. 192-1 Page ID 3569 to 
D.E. 192-5 Page ID 3611). On July 7, 2017, as part of his opinion/order of dismissal 
(D.E. 202 Page 3767) Judge McNulty denied Kaul's motion and provided the 
following reason: "The recipient [Stein] might well have been confused, however, 
by the attachment of a caption indicating that the defendant is being sued in the 
Southern District of New York ... " (D.E. 202 Page 3767). Judge McNulty's implausible 
theory as to why Defendant Stein failed to respond, is evidence of his 
bias/prejudice/appearance of partiality against Kaul and is further evidence in 
support of his disqualification from the case, and a vacatur of his orders. On 
September 26, 2017, Defendant Stein was named as a defendant in the Second 
Amended Complaint (D.E. 209 Page ID 4291), and on November 10, 2017 he was 
served with a copy of the summons and complaint. Stein, once again, failed to 
answer or otherwise plead, and on December 22, 2017, Kaul submitted a motion for 
entry of default (D.E. 218 Page ID 4856 to Page ID 4858). The Court ignored Kaul's 
motion and on February 5, 2018, Kaul submitted a letter that sought the following 
relief: "(1) The Court enters Default against Defendant Stein; (2) The Court enters 
Default against the remaining twenty-three (23) Defendants, or in the alternate, 
orders the Defendants to submit their defenses to the claims asserted in the 
Second Amended Complaint; (3) The Court vacates its stay on the issuance of 
subpoenas" (D.E. 227 Page ID 5278 to Page ID 5280). On June 4, 2018, Kaul's fifth 
submission of the Second Amended Complaint was filed (D.E. 241 Page ID 5720), and 
it included Defendant Stein, who continued his failure to answer or otherwise plead. 
On November 13, 2018, Kaul submitted a motion for entry of default and default 
judgment against Defendant Stein (D.E. 278 Page ID 6596). On November 29, 2018, 
Kaul submitted a letter (D.E. 305-1 Page ID 8294) in response to a letter filed by 
Defendant Stein on November 26, 2018 (D.E. 282 Page ID 6634). However, the Court 
failed to post this letter to the court docket, but on February 22, 2019, once again, 
the Court denied Kaul's motion for default judgment against Stein, and provided the 
following reason: "I cannot find that Stein's failure to appear and defend was 
willful ... The motion for default judgment is therefore denied ... " (D.E. 300 Page 
8200). Judge McNulty's denial of Kaul's motion for default judgment against Stein 
was consistent with his overall strategy to obstruct Kaul's prosecution ofthe case, a 
consequence of his bias/prejudice/appearance of partiality against Kaul. Judge 
McNulty's denial of Kaul's motion has no basis in law or fact, and is further evidence 
as to why Judge McNulty, must be disqualified from the case. On February 22, 2017 
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(D.E. 305 Page ID 8290), Kaul submitted a letter (D.E. 305 Page ID 8290) to Judge 
McNulty, in which he requested that Judge McNulty render a decision regarding his 
motion for default judgment against Defendant Stein. This letter was submitted 
before Judge McNulty entered his order of dismissal, with an alleged date stamp of 
February 22, 2019. In this letter, Kaul once again raised the issue that he had been 
denied discovery since the commencement of the case, further evidence of Judge 
McNulty's continued obstruction of Kaul's prosecution of the case. The letter that 
Kaul filed on or about November 28, 2018 was eventually posted to the docket on 
February 26, 2019 (D.E. 305-1 Page ID 8294), and it was in this letter that Kaul 
identified the fact that Defendant Stein had lied to the Court about his continued 
practice of law. Kaul stated: "I would ask that the Court refer Defendant Stein to 
the Ethics Committee of the New Jersey Supreme Court. He has been less than 
honest in these proceedings ... " Judge McNulty, despite the evidence of Defendant 
Stein's lies, failed to refer Stein to the Ethics Committee of the New Jersey Supreme 
Court. This is further evidence of Judge McNulty's bias/prejudice/appearance of 
partiality against Kaul and towards the defendants, which is why he must be 
disqualified and vacatur implemented. On March 18, 2019, Kaul submitted 'The 
McNulty Analysis' (D.E. 313-1) and on Page ID 8404 states: "Judge McNulty's failure 
to enter default judgment against Defendant Stein violates the law, and sends out 
a dangerous message, that if you are politically/professionally/socially connected 
with the judge, you are not subject to the law, i.e an out-law." Judge McNulty has 
repeatedly violated Kaul's constitutional right to due process, a consequence of his 
bias/prejudice/appearance of partiality, itself a consequence of having received 
bribes, all of which mandate his disqualification and implementation of vacatur. 

g. Joseph Howard+ Quadriplegia: Attached as Exhibit 2 to Kaul's letter dated February 
22, 2019 (D.E. 305 Page ID 8290) is a copy of the opinion of the New Jersey Supreme 
Court in the case of Joseph Howard, the thirty-five-year-old man, who was left 
quadriplegic after Defendant Heary had performed surgery on his neck. Judge 
McNulty represented University Physician Associates, the medical group with which 
defendants University Hospital, Heary and Kaufman are associated, a fact that he 
failed to disclose to Kaul at the commencement of the case, and a fact, one of many, 
that he knows causes a conflict of interest, and mandates his disqualification from 
the case. This is yet further evidence of Judge McNulty's bias/prejudice/appearance 
of partiality, and why he must be disqualified from the matter and vacatur 
implemented. 

h. Lack of "substantive justice": On July 14, 2016, Kaul filed an interlocutory appeal in 
the 2nd Circuit Federal Court of Appeals, in which he argued that he would not 
receive "substantive justice" in New Jersey, because of the "politico-legal nexus" 
that existed between the judiciary, the body politic and the legal community. Kaul 
states, amongst other things, "18) The District of New Jersey will be strained to 
deliver impartial justice because of the politico-legal nexus between its judiciary 
and the defendant-appellees." (D.E. 305-3 Page ID 8316). Judge McNulty, aware of 
Kaul's arguments, failed to transfer the matter back to the Southern District of New 
York, because he recognized the case presented him and his brother-in-law with an 
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economic opportunity, as is alleged in K3. This financial motivation caused Judge 
McNulty to become biased/prejudiced against Kaul, which explains why, for three 
(3) years, he has obstructed Kaul's prosecution of Kl. This is further evidence of why 
Judge McNulty must be disqualified from the matter, and vacatur implemented. 
Judge McNulty knew that Kaul would not receive "substantive justice", and he has 
made sure of that. The evidence proves that Judge McNulty would appear to a 
"reasonable man", to have both the "appearance" of partiality against Kaul and be 
actually biased/prejudiced against Kaul. 

i. 'The McNulty Analysis': (D.E. 313 Page ID 8384 to Page ID 8448). Kaul submitted this 
document on March 18, 2019 in response to Judge McNulty's opinions/orders (D.E. 
300 + 301 + 303 + 304). The document details the facts of why Judge McNulty is 
conflicted+ biased+ prejudiced against Kaul (D.E. 313-1 Page ID 8386 + Page ID 
8399 + Page ID 8403 + Page Id 8432 + Page ID 8436 + Page ID 8447). The evidence 
within this document, separate and apart from the above stated evidence, requires, 
under the law (section 455 + section 144), that Judge McNulty be disqualified and 
that vacatur be implemented. To permit any further involvement in this case by 
Judge McNulty, would constitute a grave miscarriage of justice, would be contrary to 
the interests of justice, would be violative of every legal oath to which Judge 
McNulty has sworn, and would constitute a continuance of the violation of Kaul's 
constitutionally protected right to due process, a violation that commenced on April 
2012 with K2 defendant, NJBME, and is ongoing in May 2019. Kl+ K2 must and will 
be transferred back to the United States District Court for the Southern District of 
New York. 

34. Exparte communications+ extrajudicial source: Judge McNulty, from the 
commencement of the case has engaged in multiple and improper exparte communications 
with defendants' counsel and members of the Office of the New Jersey Attorney General, of 
which Kaul was neither informed of, nor privy to. Justice conducted in secrecy is not justice. The 
English Star Chamber was ultimately forced to recognize this fact. This extrajudicial source, in 
conjunction with Judge McNulty's commercial conflicts of interest i.e Gibbons, PC, account for, 
in large part, his "appearance" of partiality and his actual bias/prejudice. Judge McNulty 
evidenced these exparte communications in his opinion of February 22, 2019, in which he made 
a statement that has no basis in the record, about a subject which is known principally to K2 
defendant Hafner: "Dr. Kaul points out none of the defendants are board-certified by this 
latter organization; neither, apparently, is he. (See id. ,i,i 75-76)". (D.E. 300 Page ID 8182 to 
Page ID 8183). Kaul pointed to this as evidence of these improper exparte communications in 
'The McNulty Analysis': "If Judge McNulty's statement has any truth, then it is the product of 
improper ex-parte communications with K2 defendant Hafner and or her agents." (D.E. 313-1 
Page ID 8397 Para. 9). Another extrajudicial source of Judge McNulty's bias/prejudice has been 
the Court and Judge McNulty's improper Google searches of Kaul. Judge McNulty, in his opinion 
of February 22, 2019, admitted that he has used the internet to research Kaul, evidence to 
which Kaul has pointed in 'The McNulty Analysis' (D.E. 313-1 Page ID 8396 Para. 8). 
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Legal Argument 

Preface 

35. Democracy and the peaceful order of society, cease to exist when the judiciary is 
morally bent, perverted from fact and willfully blind to the law. When partiality, personal bias 
and or conflicts of interest pollute the administration of justice, the public loses confidence in 
the system of justice, and lawlessness displaces lawfulness. When the public lose faith in their 
judges, they lose faith in the law. Central to this understanding of societal order is the concept 
of judicial impartiality, a function of democracy in which a judge has no 
commercial/political/personal interest in a case, other than to ensure that justice is served with 
dispassion and a certain disinterestedness. The impartial disinterested judge must not only "do 
justice" but must "appear" to do so. The judiciary is rightly held to exacting standards, and 
sections 455 and 144 of the United States Code, in conjunction with the Code of Conduct for 
United States Judges, are constructed to ensure that any deviations from these standards are 
rectified in favor of evidence of judicial misconduct. The law recognizes that judges, more than 
any other sector of society, know the rules, and know how to skirt those rules for self-serving 
ends, and thus the law demands that judges be their own and most vehement critics. This 
honest state-of-mind is reflected in the actions of a judge who stands accused of 
bias/partiality/appearance of partiality. This judge will, without question, step aside, for he has 
no special interest in the case, and will not want to compromise the public's faith in the system 
of justice. The dishonest or conflicted judge will fight and or obstruct any credible, evidentially 
supported application for disqualification, for this judge is interested in the case, is interested in 
its outcome, and yet knows that his continuance in the case will corrupt the case and will 
diminish the public's faith in the integrity of the judiciary. Dishonest judges undermine the 
principles of democracy, and if unchecked, they will continue to use their benches and judicial 
power for self-serving reasons, contrary to the peaceful order of society. When a question 
arises about a judge's impartiality, the law and the public demand that the judge remove 
himself from the proceedings, in order to protect the due process rights of litigants. 

36. Kaul brings this application on 28 U.S.C. § 455 and 28 U.S.C. § 144, seeking to ensure his 
right to impartial justice. 

28 U.S.C. § 455 states: 

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall disqualify himself in any 
proceeding in which his impartiality might reasonably be questioned. 

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances: 
(1) Where he has personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or personal knowledge 

of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the proceeding; 
(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in controversy, or a 

lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served during such association as a 
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lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge or such lawyer has been a material 
witness concerning it; 

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such capacity as counsel, 
adviser or material witness concerning the proceeding or expressed an opinion 
concerning the merits of the particular case in controversy; 

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor child residing 
in his household, has a financial interest in the subject matter in controversy or in a 
party to the proceeding, or any other interest that could be substantially affected by 
the outcome of the proceeding; 

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to either of 
them, or the spouse of such a person: 
(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a party; 
(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding; 
(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could substantially affected by 

the outcome of the proceeding 
(iv) Is to the judge's knowledge likely to be a material witness in the proceeding. 

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary financial interests, and 
make reasonable effort to inform himself about the personal financial interests of his 
spouse and minor children residing in his household 

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall have the meaning 
indicated: 
(1) "proceeding" includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages of litigation; 
(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law system; 
(3) "fiduciary" includes such relationships as executor, administrator, trustee, and 

guardian; 
(4) "financial interest" means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, however small, 

or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active participant in the affairs of a 
party, except that: 
(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds securities is 

not a "financial interest" in such securities unless the judge participates in 
the management of the fund; 

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a "financial interest" in securities held by the 
organization; 

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance company, of 
a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar proprietary interest, 
is a "financial interest" in the organization only if the outcome of the 
proceeding could substantially affect the value of the interest; 

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a "financial interest" in the issuer only 

if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 

securities. 
(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to the proceeding a 

waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in subsection (b). Where the 
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ground for disqualification arises only under subsection (a), waiver may be accepted 
provided it is preceded by a full disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification. 

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any justice, judge, 
magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter has been assigned would be 
disqualified, after substantial judicial time has been devoted to the matter, because of 
the appearance or discovery, after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she 
individually or as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that could be 
substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not required if the justice, 
judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse or minor child, as the case may be, 
divests himself or herself of the interest that provides the grounds for the 
disqualification. 

A. 4SS(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall disqualify himself 
in any proceeding in which his impartiality might reasonably be questioned: 

37. The facts, as asserted above, and as viewed from and through the perspective of a 
"reasonable man" do say, that the impartiality of Judge McNulty "might reasonably be 
questioned". The law in support of this proposition, is as follows: 

38. Liteky v. United States, 510 U.S. 540, 553 (1994): The exacting standards to which the 
federal judiciary are held reflect its desire to maintain the public's confidence in its integrity and 
impartiality. If a judge's impartiality "might reasonably be questioned" then it is proper for him 
to be disqualified. The Liteky Court, in rejecting the petitioner's argument that sought to have 
the Court interpret the district judge's "appearance" of impartiality in the context of the 
"extrajudicial source" doctrine, established that an "appearance" of impartiality, without 
more, was a sufficient basis for disqualification: "Partiality" does not refer to all favoritism, but 
only to such as is, for some reason, wrongful or inappropriate. Impartiality is not gullibility. 
Moreover, even if the pejorative con nation of "partiality'' were enough to import the 
"extrajudicial source" doctrine into § 455(a0, the "reasonableness" limitation (recusal is 
required only if the judge's impartiality "might reasonably be questioned") would have the 
same effect. To demand the sort of "child-like innocence" that elimination of the 
"extrajudicial source" limitation would require is not reasonable." at 552. The Liteky Court 
then went on to describe intra-judicial sources of evidence that prove the judge's partiality 
against a particular party: "Judicial remarks ... support a bias or partiality challenge ... will do 
so if they reveal such a high degree of favoritism or antagonism as to make fair judgment 
impossible." at 555. Judge McNulty's denial of all of Kaul's motions, his denial of his requests 
for discovery, his derogatory and exclusively prejudiced characterizations of Kaul, his failure to 
disclose his multiple conflicts of interest and his profiteering from the case, evidence "such a 
high degree favoritism or antagonism as to make fair judgment impossible." This is why Kaul 
argued that he would not receive "substantive justice" in New Jersey, and which is why Judge 
McNulty must be disqualified and Kl+ K2 transferred back to the S.D.N.Y. 
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39. United States v Bayless, 201 F.3d 116, 126 (2d Cir. 2000): "We have stated the standard 
for recusal under§ 455(a) as follows: [A) court of appeals must ask the following question: 
Would a reasonable person, knowing all the facts, conclude that the trial judges' impartiality 
could reasonably be questioned? Or phrased differently, would an objective, disinterested 
observer fully informed of the underlying facts, entertain significant doubt that justice would 
be done absent recusal." at 126. If the above stated facts were 'plugged' into the mind of a 
"reasonable man", then he would "entertain significant doubt that justice would be done 
absent recusal." and thus as a truly "disinterested" party, the "reasonable man" would 
demand the disqualification of Judge McNulty and would likely state words to the effect that 
this case is not a "close case". 

40. United States v De Temple, 162 F.3d 279, 286 (4th Cir. 1998): It is the combination of the 
mind ofthe "reasonable man" and the facts that determine a disqualification:" ... a reasonable 
observer is not a person unduly suspicious or concerned about a trivial risk that a judge may 
be biased. There is always some risk of bias; to constitute grounds for disqualification, the 
probability that a judge will decide a case on a basis other than the merits must be more than 
"trivial." In the Matter of Mason, 916 F.2d 384, 386 (7th Cir. 1990)." at 287. Judge McNulty has 
proven that his adjudication of this case is not based on the merits. He, as with all of the 
defendants, has failed to address/rebut/refute/contest the 'mountain' of evidence (D.E. 299) 
that proves Kaul's claims and dismantles the defendants' defenses. This aversion/avoidance of 
the truth is substantial and quite sinister, is not "trivial", and thus Judge McNulty must be 
disqualified. 

41. In re Mason, 916 F.2d 384,386 (7th Cir. 1990): The importance of the objective standard 
of the mind of the "reasonable man" is that a judge cannot judge himself. An honest judge has 
no interest or motivation to sit in any case, for his sole purpose is to serve justice, and that 
requires no specific attachment to any case. On the contrary, a dishonest judge, of which there 
appear to be many in New Jersey, will use the power of his bench to serve his own 
economic/political/personal interests, and is more inclined, not because of concerns as to 
reputation, to refuse to disqualify himself. The law recognizes these factors, which is why it 
does not, for a finding of an "appearance" of partiality, require proof of "actual" partiality: "Yet 
drawing all inferences favorable to the honesty and car of the judge whos conduct has been 
questioned could collapse the appearance of impropriety standard under§ 455(a) into a 
demand for proof of actual impropriety." at 386. Kaul, however, has submitted fact in support 
of both the "appearance" and "actual" standards, and thus the law demands that Judge 
McNulty be disqualified. 

42. In re Allied-Signal Inc., 891 F.2d 967, 970 (pt Cir. 1989): The "reasonable man" in this 
case, is not permitted under the law to be arbitrary, but is in fact a "thoughtful" and "well

informed" individual. See Mason 916 F.2d at 386. See also Jordan, 49 F.3d at 156; O'Regan, 246 
F.3d at 988. The standard of his consideration is that: "[W]hen considering disqualification, the 
district court is not to use the standard of "Cesar's wife," the standard of mere suspicion. 

That is because the disqualification decision must reflect not only the need to secure public 

confidence through proceedings that appear impartial, but also the need to prevent parties 
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from too easily obtaining the disqualification of a judge, thereby potentially manipulating the 
system for strategic reasons, perhaps to obtain a judge more to their liking.'' at 970. The 
"reasonable man", in this case, will ask himself why Judge McNulty has denied Kaul discovery 
for over three (3) years, in violation of the first rule of civil procedure. He will ask himself why 
Judge McNulty has not appeared once on the bench in front of Kaul, and why the defendants 
now ascribe Judge McNulty's decisions to Judge Mannion. He will ask himself why Judge 
McNulty did not disqualify himself upon coming to know that he had represented two of the 
defendants in a prior state action, and that his law firm currently represents two of the 
defendants. He will ask himself why Judge McNulty has denied all of Kaul's motions for 
summary judgment and default judgment. He will ask himself why it was necessary for Kaul to 
file a writ of mandamus with the Third Circuit Federal Court of Appeals, in order to cause Judge 
McNulty to enter a decision on Kaul's motion for summary judgement against Defendant 
Allstate New Jersey Insurance Company. He will ask himself why Judge McNulty, with the 
knowledge that Kaul had created a lengthy record as to his argument that he would not receive 
"substantive justice" in New Jersey, would then prove this argument, by committing all of the 
aforementioned acts, all of which are contrary to both the spirit and letter of the law. The 
"reasonable man" would conclude that Judge McNulty is partial/biased/prejudiced against 
Kaul, that he must be disqualified, and that he, as with all of the defendants, believed that Kaul, 
a non-lawyer with no money, no home, no car, no driving license, and quite often no food, 
would "pack his bags and leave". A "reasonable man" would conclude that the defendants are 
indeed not "reasonable", but moreover are distinctly stupid, in that they keep on 
underestimating Kaul, an individual with an "upper-crust British accent" a "frayed wallet" and 
"lace-less shoes", and a man who challenged the British Government, under Tony Blair, into 
recognizing that American medical training was at least equivalent to that in Britain. The British 
believe their medicine and their doctors are the best in the world, and still, unfortunately, view 
Americans and America as their colonial underlings/property. The global insurance industry is 
controlled through Lloyd's of London, that bastion of human enslavement, and British 
autocracy. 

43. Diamondstone v. Macaluso, 148 F.3d 113, 121 (2d Cir. 1998): The law requires that the 
facts upon which a disqualification application is submitted, are ones that a "reasonable man" 
would not consider "trivial": The Diamondstone Court held that "A disinterested observer 
could not reasonably question Judge Murtha's impartiality based upon his alleged failure to 
return the plaintiffs greetings." at 121. There can be no question that failing to return a 
greeting is anything other than trivial, a fact that stands in stark contrast to those asserted 
above, in which Judge McNulty has proved both his "appearance" of partiality against Kaul, and 
his "actual" bias/prejudice. The facts in Diamondstone are the 'polar opposite' of those in this 
case, the facts of which would cause a "reasonable man" to conclude that Judge McNulty must 
be disqualified. 

44. In re Drexel Burnham Lambert Inc., 861 F.2d 1307, 1313 (2d Cir. 1988): The judicial 
disqualification process is a consequence of, and founded on, an analysis of the facts within the 
record:" ... whether a judge should be disqualified requires a careful examination of those 

relevant facts and circumstances to determine whether the charges reasonably bring into 
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question a judge's impartiality." at 1309. The facts in this case would prove in the mind of a 
"reasonable man" that Judge McNulty has both the "appearance" of impartiality and is 
"actually" biased/prejudiced, and thus must be disqualified. 

45. United States v. Toohey, 448 F.3d 542 (2d Cir. 2006): Disqualification is warranted when 
there exists a prior relationship, which in the mind of a "reasonable man" would raise a 
question of judicial impartiality and or bias/prejudice. Judge McNulty's long professional history 
with K3 defendant, Gibbons, PC, and its current director, Thomas Cafferty, Esq, is such a 
relationship, particularly in light of the fact that Judge McNulty remains a commercial 
beneficiary of the firm, and the firm represents two of the defendants. In this same vein, the 
fact that Judge McNulty represented the professional corporation of two of the defendants, 
would without question cause the "reasonable man" to question his impartiality. The legal 
"whirlwind" (D.E. 179-1 Page ID 2607) that has ironically descended upon these proceedings 
was both predicted, but yet was entirely avoidable. It would have better served the interests of 
justice and the long-term interests of the defendants, had Kl remained in the United States 
District Court for the Southern District of New York. In fact, Kaul on multiple occasions brought 
to the attention of the courts (S.D.N.Y + D.N.J. + 2nd Circuit Federal Court of Appeals), advice he 
had received from his prior attorney, Robert Conroy (now deceased) as to the partiality of the 
District of New Jersey to state-related defendants: "The federal court for this district has 
proven itself to be most sympathetic to the state government." (D.E. 199 Page ID 3671). In the 
Toohey Court, the district judge after having ignored, on multiple occasions, the sentencing 
suggestions from the 2nd Circuit, was disqualified from the case, and admitted that a "past 
professional relationship and friendship with Toohey had directly influenced both of his 
earlier decisions - which we ordered vacated on appeal ... " at 546. Neither Judge McNulty nor 
the defendants have any standing to argue against disqualification and transfer of Kl+ K2 back 
to the S.D.N.Y. Had they not objected to Kaul's application to the 2nd Circuit to keep the case in 
the S.D.N.Y., and had they in fact argued for it to be litigated in the S.D.N.Y., then the case 
might in fact have been properly resolved, and the defendants would not be where they are 
now, i.e. in the middle of a "whirlwind", and looking down the 'barrel' of insurmountable legal 
fees, with lawyers ready and willing to 'pull that trigger'. Or maybe the defendants just regret 
ever having crossed swords with Kaul, and for what. Because he was the first physician to 
perform an outpatient minimally invasive spinal fusion. Because he used his own money to 
establish The Spine Africa Project. Because he never interfered in anyone else's business. 
Because he had an "upper crust British accent". Because he carried a "frayed wallet". Because 
he wore "lace-less shoes". Because the defendants considered Kaul's peaceful and pleasant 
demeanor to be a sign of weakness. The "brute is but a coward". The defendants, who once 
laughed and mocked Kaul behind his back, laugh no more, for it will be Kaul that will have the 
last and longest laugh. It will be his legacy that will define that of the defendants, and it will be 
they and their children, who will come to know the true measure of Kaul's spirit. 

46. In Cheney v. United States District Court for the District of Columbia, 541 U.S. 913 
(2004): On April 4, 2019, Kaul filed suit in the United States District Court for the Southern 
District of New York against Senator Charles Schumer+ Allstate Insurance Company+ GEICO+ 
TD Bank, NA+ Gibbons, PC+ Gannett Co., Inc (Kaul v Schumer: 19-CV-3046). Judge McNulty is 
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the brother-in-law of Senator Schumer, who has been sued in his personal capacity, which thus 
requires Judge McNulty be disqualified: "[W[hile friendship is a ground for recusal of Justice 
where the personal fortune or the personal freedom of the friend is at issue, it has 
traditionally not been a ground for recusal where official action is at issue, no matter how 
important the official action was to the ambitions or the reputation of the Government 
officer." at 916. 

47. United States v. Bobo, 323 F. Supp. 2d 1238 (N.D. Ala. 2004): When Judge McNulty was 
the director at K3 defendant, Gibbons, PC, the firm under his direction made 'political' 
donations to K2 defendant, and ex-New Jersey governor, Christopher J. Christie. These 
'donations' to a Republican politician, were not made for any ideological/principled purposes, 
but simply to ensure the firm continued to receive legal work from the State of New Jersey, if 
and when K2 defendant Christie was elected governor. K3 defendant Gibbons, PC, of which 
Judge McNulty remains a commercial beneficiary, generates a substantial part of its revenue 
from state related work, which is why Judge McNulty, on June 30, 2017, dismissed with 
prejudice all of the state related defendants (D.E. 200). K3 defendant Gibbons, PC and the State 
of New Jersey are commercially entwined. In the Bobo Court, Judge Smith disqualified himself 
from the case, after having disclosed his connections to the Alabama political establishment, 
and despite the fact that he made no political 'donations' to Governor Riley. The US Attorney 
moved for disqualification, arguing that the outcome of the case would have consequences for 
Governor Riley. Judge Smith disqualified himself citing generally to the importance of 
maintaining the public's confidence in the integrity of the judiciary:" ... is the essence of the 
restraint required of Article Ill judges ... sustaining public confidence in the integrity and 
impartiality of the judicial branch." at 1243. In stark contrast, Judge McNulty has not disclosed 
to Kaul or the record that while he was the director of K3 defendant, Gibbons, PC, monies were 
given to K2 defendant, Christopher J. Christie, and neither has he disclosed that his law firm 
continues to receive revenue from the State of New Jersey. Judge McNulty knows that the 
outcome of Kl will have consequences for the state defendants and Christie in K2. Judge 
McNulty continues to remain a commercial beneficiary of K3 defendant Gibbons, PC, and the 
volume of the benefit is related to good relations with the State of New Jersey, which Judge 
McNulty recognizes will suffer if he does not dismiss them from K2, an event that is inextricably 
intertwined to the outcome of Kl. The "politico-legal nexus" would cause the mind of a 
"reasonable man" to conclude that Judge McNulty, has at the very least, the "appearance" of, 
if not an "actual", partiality/bias/prejudice. Ultimately, if Kaul prevails in Kl+ K2, then the 
defendants who participated directly in the illegal administrative board proceedings (Hafner+ 
Solomon+ Przybylski + Kaufman) will become subject to criminal prosecution, based on the 
evidence of perjury+ evidential omissions+ fabrications+ falsifications, contained within 'The 
Solomon Critique' (D.E. 225) + 'The Solomon Critique 2' (D.E. 299-18). The exposure of these 
crimes will expose the state to immense liability and will expose the details of what indeed was 
a "vast" conspiracy. All of this exposure will negatively impact Judge McNulty's commercial 
beneficiary status, which will cause him and his firm to sustain substantial economic and 
reputational losses. These facts would cause the mind of a "reasonable man" to conclude that 
Judge McNulty is conflicted and must be disqualified. 
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48. United States v Murphy, 768 F.2d 1518 (7th Cir. 1985): The 7th Circuit reversed a district 
judge's refusal to disqualify, based on a personal proximity to the prosecutor. The case 
stemmed from a fourteen (14) year-long scheme of judicial corruption + bribery in the Cook 
County Court System in the State of Illinois. The scheme was exposed by the federal 
government in Operation Greylord, which involved undercover FBI agents posing as corrupt 
lawyers, who funneled bribes to the state judge, John Murphy, in order to prevent the 
incarceration of their clients. This was some case. The states of Illinois and New Jersey should 
be sued for their monopoly on corruption. The lawyers became "hustlers" at the court's 
entrance, diverting incoming criminal defendants into their scheme, who would give cash to the 
"hustlers", and the cash would then, every day, find its way, through court sheriffs to Murphy. 
The federal prosecution was placed before Judge Kocoras, who failed to disclose to Murphy or 
the record his personal relationship with the prosecutor, Daniel K. Webb. The 7th Circuit held: 
" ... Yet the statute places on the judge a personal duty to disclose on the record any 
circumstances that may give rise to a reasonable question about his impartiality. Although a 
judge may accept a waiver of disqualification under § 455(a), the "waiver may be accepted 

[only if] it is preceded by a full disclosure on the record of the basis of the disqualification." 
28 U.S.C. § 45S(e)"" at 1537. Judge McNulty has made no such disclosure, and thus neither he, 
nor the defendants can, nor could they, argue that Kaul has waived his right for disqualification. 
The Murphy Court identified the standard by which the disqualification application ought to be 
considered: "The test for an appearance of partiality in this circuit is "whether an objective, 
disinterested observer fully informed of the facts underlying the grounds on which recusal 
was sought would entertain a significant doubt that justice would be done in the case" See 
PepsiCo v. McMillen, 764 F.2d 458 (1985) at 460. The facts of the instant matter would cause 
the mind of a "reasonable man", informed of all the relevant facts and circumstances, to 
conclude that Judge McNulty must be disqualified. 

49. Impeachment of G. Thomas Porteus, Jr., Judge of the United States District Court for the 
Eastern District of Louisiana and H.Res. 1031, 111th Cong. 2d Sess (Mar. 11, 2010): The 
impeachment of Judge Porteous followed on from his refusal to disqualify himself, subsequent 
to allegations that he had accepted bribes from lawyers, in exchange for court-appointed 
"curatorships", monies that he used to settle his gambling debts. Judicial corruption in 
Louisiana is in an 'in-your-face' version, of the more surreptitious and sinister politico-legal 
schemes that operate within the courts, law firms and body politic, within the geographic 
boundaries of the State of New Jersey. 

50. Patterson v. Mobile Oil Corp., 335 F.3d 476 (5th Cir. 2003): This case provides a 
perspective from which the mind of a "reasonable man" would conclude that Judge McNulty 
be disqualified. Although the 5th Circuit concluded that disqualification was not warranted, it 
did so on the basis of the fact that the district judge had terminated his relationship, thirty (30) 
years prior, with a law firm that was representing the defendants. Judge McNulty joined the 
federal bench in 2012, only seven (7) years ago, and Kaul asserts that if this fact, in conjunction 
with those stated above, were placed before the 5th Circuit, it would have concluded that 
disqualification was indicated. 
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51. United States v Microsoft, 56 F.3d 1448 (D.C. Cir. 1995): Judge McNulty has conducted 
multiple exparte communications with the defendants, as evidenced by his reference in his 
opinion of February 22, 2019 to Kaul's qualification with the American Academy of Minimally 
Invasive Spinal Medicine. Kaul references this point in 'The McNulty Analysis' (D.E. 313-1 Page 
ID 8397 Para. 9). Exparte communications, of which Kaul had no knowledge when they 
occurred, and obviously from which he was excluded, would cause the mind a of a "reasonable 
man" to conclude that Judge McNulty is partial against Kaul, otherwise why would he have 
conducted meetings about the case with other defendants in secrecy: "The combined effect of 
the foregoing [exparte communications with doe companies] is to cause a reasonable 
observer to question whether Judge Sporkin "would have difficulty putting his previous views 
and findings aside" at 1465. The Court assigned the case to a different judge. Judge McNulty 
must be disqualified, and Kl+ K2 transferred back to the S.D.N.Y. 

52. The facts, as asserted above, do leave Judge McNulty without any option but to 
disqualify himself. This case is not a close one, and the law, in balancing a judge's "duty to sit" 

versus his or her duty to disqualify, finds that if there reasonably exists, a question of partiality, 
then the duty to disqualify prevails. The law in support ofthis proposition, is as follows: 

53. Republic of Pan. V. Am. Tobacco Co., 217 F.3d 343, 347 (5th Cir. 2000): The calculation of 
whether a "reasonable man", well informed of the facts and circumstances of the 
disqualification application, is a calculation based on as objective an analysis of the facts that 
one would imagine achievable by the mind of the "reasonable man": "In order to determine 
whether a court's impartiality is reasonably in question, the objective inquiry is whether a 
well-informed, thoughtful and objective observer would question the court's impartiality." 
Trust Co. v. N.N.P., 104 F.3d 1478, 1491 (5th Cir. 1997) (citing United States v Jordan, 49 F.3d 
152, 155-58 (5th Cir. 1995). The review of a recusal order under§ 455(a) is "extremely fact 
intensive and fact bound," thus close recitation of the factual basis for the appellants recusal 
motion is necessary" at 346. Judge McNulty's prior representation of two of the defendants, 
the current representation by his law firm of two of the defendants, his blanket denials of 
Kaul's motions and requests for discovery, his failure to address Kaul's 'mountain' of conclusive 
evidence (D.E. 299) and his "commercial beneficiary" status as to K3 defendant Gibbons, PC, 
law firm, are facts, that if plugged into the mind of a "reasonable man" would cause that man 
to conclude that Judge McNulty is partial against Kaul, is conflicted and must, in the interests of 
justice, disqualify himself. Although the instant matter is not a close one, as was the case in the 
Republic Court, the Court made it a point to state that if there is any question as to impartiality, 
it must be decided in favor of disqualification: "However, we have previously held that if the 
question of whether § 4SS(a) requires disqualification is a close one the balance tips in favor 
of recusal. In Re: Chevron, 121 F.3d 163 (5th Cir. 1997)." at 347 

54. Judge McNulty's asserted appearance of partiality mandates disqualification regardless 
of the fact that Kaul has requested a jury trial. As is evident from his pre-trial involvement, in 
which he has conducted a blanket policy of denying Kaul discovery, denying Kaul's motions for 
default judgment, denying Kaul's motion for summary judgment, and if the case were ever to 
be tried by Judge McNulty, he would exclude witnesses, testimony and evidence that support 
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Kaul's case. These facts demand disqualification, regardless of whether the case is tried with a 
jury. The law in support of this proposition is: 

55. In re Sch. Asbestos Litig., 977 F.2d 764, 782 (3d Cir. 1992): "Section 455 properly makes 

no distinction between jury and nonjury trials. The district Judge is a jury trial must still 
make numerous pretrial rulings, including crucial summary judgment rulings, and will 
doubtless be called on to make numerous rulings on the qualification of witnesses and on 
evidentiary matters, not to mention post-trial motions." at 782. As did occur in the 
administrative board proceedings (April 9, 2013 to June 28, 2013: Opinion issued: December 
13, 2013), and as evidenced in 'The Solomon Critique' (225) + 'The Solomon Critique 2' (D.E. 
299-18), so too in these proceedings would there be further acts, constituting obstruction of 
justice and violations of Kaul's constitutionally protected right to due process. Since April 2012, 
Kaul has the victim of a seven (7) year campaign of fraud + perjury+ obstruction of justice+ 
bribery+ kickbacks+ extortion. Judge McNulty's disqualification will signal the beginning of the 
end of this shameful episode in the history of the State of New Jersey and will finally permit 
the truth to be publicly and properly told, absent judicial obstruction and the defendants ever 
more desperate defenses. Kaul assures the defendants that their crimes will receive the same, 
if not more publicity, than that they so maliciously manufactured around Kaul from 2012 to 
2015. The filing on February 22, 2016 of the complaint silenced the defendants' 'baying'. When 
'small' men come under pressure, it is remarkable how rapidly they retreat into their 
psychological 'holes'. 

B. 455(b)(l} He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances: Where he has 
personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary 

facts concerning the proceeding: 

56. The facts as asserted above do prove that Judge McNulty has a "personal bias and 
prejudice" against Kaul" and has "personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts 
concerning the proceeding", and thus, in conjunction with violations of section 455 (a) and 
section 144, he must be disqualified. The law in support of this proposition is: 

57. United States v. Balistrieri, 779 F.2d 1191. 1202 (7th Cir. 1985): Judge McNulty has a 
direct and commercial interest in the outcome of Kl+ K2, that has, as stated above, been 
engineered through K3 defendant Gibbons, PC, a law firm of which he was the director, until his 
appointment to the bench in 2011. This law firm currently represents two of the defendants 
and was the law firm through which Judge McNulty represented the professional entity of two 
of the defendants in 2002, in a state matter that went to the New Jersey Supreme Court. The 
case involved defendant Heary, University Hospital and a thirty-five-year old otherwise health 
male, Joseph Howard, who spinal cord was inadvertently severed by Defendant Heary, during a 
cervical corpectomy. Part of the case involved a charge of battery, consequent to the fact that 
Defendant Heary lied to the patient about his ability/training to perform the procedure. There 
was a $5.2 million verdict, and the NJ Supreme Court found that Defendant Heary had lied to 
the patient. Defendant University Hospital is the state hospital of Rutgers which was UMDNJ, 
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and had, as with many other state agencies, been a client of K3 defendant, Gibbons, PC. Judge 

McNulty, with the knowledge that he and his law firm, provided legal services and received 

revenue from the State of New Jersey, ought to have disclosed this information to Kaul and to 
the record, in light of the fact that the initial complaint contained numerous state entities and 

the state itself. K2 contains state actors and agencies, but Judge McNulty has failed to file any 

financial disclosures or conflicts of interest in this matter. Money is funneled from the State of 

New Jersey to K3 defendant Gibbons, PC to Judge Kevin McNulty. The Balistrieri Court held: 

"The negative bias or prejudice from which the law of recusal protects a party must be 
grounded in some personal animus or malice that the judge harbors against him, of a kind 
that a fair-minded person could not entirely set aside when judging certain persons or causes. 
See United States v. Conforte, 624 F.2d 869, 881 (9th Cir.). cert. denied, 449 U.S. 1012, 101 
S.Ct. 568, 66 L.Ed.2d 470 (1980). Satisfactory evidence of bias or prejudice must show this 
element of personal animus or malice. See footnote 9: "of course, if the party claims that the 
judge is biased because of some personal interest in the case or favoritism to other parties, 
then animus need not be shown."" at 1201. 

58. Hook v McDade, 89 F.3d 350, 355 (7th Cir. 1996): In answering the question of whether a 

judge harbors "personal bias or prejudice" against a particular party, the applicable standard is 

that of the mind of a "reasonable man", who in possession of all of the relevant facts and 

circumstances, is in the optimum position to answer the question: "In determining whether a 
judge must disqualify himself under 29 U.S.C. § 45S(b}(l}, "the question is whether a 
reasonable person would be convinced the judge was biased." Lac du Flambeau Indians v. 

Stop Treaty Abuse-Wis., 991 F.2d 1249, 1255 (7th Cir. 1993) (citing Taylor, 888 F.2d at 1201; 

Balistrieri, 779 F.2d at 1202). The above stated facts, if thoughtfully and carefully considered by 

a "reasonable man" would cause that individual to conclude that Judge McNulty has a 

"personal bias or prejudice" against Kaul. In fact, Kaul has on many occasions, within the last 

six (6) months, presented all of the above facts to impartial, and disinterestedness parties, in 

order to procure their opinions as to the question of prejudice/bias. In all instances, the parties 

have concluded that the only explanation for the lack of discovery, the denial of all motions and 

the derogatory characterizations of Kaul, is that Judge McNulty, for the reasons Kaul has 

painstakingly set forth since the commencement of the case, is hopelessly conflicted as a 
consequence of his entanglement in the New Jersey "politico-legal nexus" D.E. 57 Page ID 535 
+ D.E. 57 Page ID 545 + D.E. 166 Page ID 2107 + D.E. 166 Page ID 2118 + D.E. 166 Page ID 2119 + 
D.E. 166 Page ID 2120 + D.E. 166 Page ID 2121 + D.E. 167-1 Page ID 2127 + D.E. 167-1 Page ID 

2130 + D.E. 167-1 Page ID 2133 + D.E. 305-3 Page ID 8316 + D.E. 305-3 Page ID 8340 + D.E. 305-
3 Page ID 8347 + D.E. 305-3 Page ID 8354 + D.E. 305-3 Page ID 8357 + D.E. 305-3 Page ID 8360 

+ D.E. 305-3 Page ID 8361 + D.E. 313-1 Page ID 8419). It would have been much simpler, and in 

the interests of justice to have the case litigated in the S.D.N.Y. or alternatively have a judge 

assigned from a district in the middle of America. The reason underpinning international civil 

and criminal courts, pertains to these exact conflicts of interest, that act to suppress justice. 

Kaul's lawyer, Robert Conroy, requested on June 7, 2012, the appointment of a special 

prosecutor and ad hoc board to oversee the litigation surrounding the suspension/revocation of 

Kaul's medical license. His requests were denied, and almost seven (7) years later, Kaul's right 

to due process continues to be violated by courts/judges within the geographic boundaries of 
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New Jersey. That 'pressure cooker of truth' is not a place where the defendants' budgets can 
last too much longer. Time permits Kaul the opportunity to practice and perfect his legal skills, 
against which the defendants will be required to expend increasing resources, with decreasing 
returns. 

59. In re Faulkner, 856 F.2d 716, 721 (5th Cir. 1988): Judge McNulty, as evident from the 
above facts, engaged in extensive and improper exparte communications with defendants' 
counsel, during which he obtained information relevant to the subject matter of the dispute. 
Kaul pointed to this as evidence of these improper exparte communications in 'The McNulty 
Analysis': "If Judge McNulty's statement has any truth, then it is the product of improper ex
parte communications with K2 defendant Hafner and or her agents." (D.E. 313-1 Page ID 8397 
Para. 9). The 5th Circuit in Faulkner, reminded the federal judiciary of the exacting standards to 
which the United States Supreme Court holds its members: "Under the Supreme Court's 
compelling standard, we conclude that Judge Fish must stand down from this case, despite 
the total absence of any showing of actual bias. Under the facts presented, it is patent that 
"his partiality might reasonably be questioned" by a reasonable observer. This disqualifies 
him under section 45S(a). Even were this not so, he has, at least through his personal 
conversations with Mrs. Pick, "personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning 
the proceeding" sufficient to disqualify him, under section 455(b)(l), from presiding further 
over this case" at 721. 

60. United States v Alabama, 828 F.2d 1532 (11th Cir. 1987): The bias created when a judge 
has aligned his interests with that of the state, its agencies or actors, was the reason the 11th 
Circuit disqualified the district judge in United States v Alabama. Judge McNulty, as evident 
from the above stated facts, was and is aligned with the State of New Jersey, its actors and 
agencies, consequent to his law firm and K3 defendant, Gibbons, PC, having received and 
continuing to receive legal work and revenue from the state. Judge McNulty remains a 
commercial beneficiary of his law firm, and of these monies. The 11th Circuit in Alabama, in 
arriving at its conclusion for disqualification, considered the fact that the district judge, in his 
capacity as a "private lawyer" had "involved him in the disputed evidentiary facts of this case. 
Judge Clemon served as an attorney of record for individual plaintiffs in the school 
desegregation case ... many of the same institutions of higher learning as appear here." at 
1545. Judge McNulty, in the Joseph Howard case, represented two of the defendants (see 
above 32g), and many of the issues+ parties +facts+ "institutions" that constitute the subject 
matter of Kl+ K2, were present in the Joseph Howard case, in which Judge McNulty, in his 
capacity as a "private lawyer" was intimately involved. The Howard case involved state 
agencies and actors, and the reason that Judge McNulty and his law firm were retained, was 
because of their legal/commercial relationship with the State of New Jersey. This is one of the 
reasons why Judge McNulty, on June 30, 2017, dismissed with prejudice all state related 
defendants. The other was to intentionally disempower the political corruption thrust of the 
case. These are some of the reasons why Kaul argued he would not receive "substantive 
justice" in New Jersey, and why Kl+ K2 will be transferred back to the S.D.N.Y. 
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61. Edgar v. K.L. 1 93 F.3d 256 (7th Cir. 1996): The question of whether off-the -record exparte 
communications, constitute "extrajudicial" information, and thus "personal" knowledge was 
answered by the 7th Circuit in the affirmative, and thus provided a basis for judicial 
disqualification. Judge McNulty, as evidenced by the above facts, engaged in multiple and 
improper exparte communications with counsel for the defendants. The Edgar Court reaffirmed 
the high standard to which the federal judiciary holds its members, by holding that even if it is 
only a possibility that there exists a question of partiality, then the law demands that that 
question be explored: "Thus all we have are possibilities. But these possibilities justify a 
request for emergency relief. See United States v. Balistreri, 779 F.2d 1191, 1204-05 (7th Cir. 
1985); Pepsico, Inc. v. McMillen, 764 F.2d 458, 460 (7th Cir. 1985)." at 258. Judge McNulty, as 
proved by the evidence above, has betrayed his off the record communications with 
defendants' counsel, and has not placed on the record any official denial of such 
communications, despite Kaul having raised the issue in 'The McNulty Analysis' (D.E. 313-1 Page 
ID 8397 Para. 9). These facts are anything other than "possibilities", and thus under the Edgar 
standard, disqualification is warranted. 

C. 45S(b}(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in controversy, or a 
lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served during such association as a lawyer 

concerning the matter, or the judge or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it: 

62. The facts as asserted above do prove that Judge McNulty has violated section (b)(2) of 
U.S.C. 455, and thus, in conjunction with violations of section 455 (a) and section 144, he must 
be disqualified. The law in support of this proposition is: 

63. The corollary to § 455(b )(2) in the Code of Conduct for the United States Judges is Canon 
3C(l)(b). Judge McNulty is thus obligated under both the law and his code of judicial conduct to 
disqualify himself, and arguably to move for transfer of Kl+ K2 back to the S.D.N.Y. 

64. In re Rodgers, 537 F.2d 1196 (4th Cir. 1976): The 4th Circuit held: "the actual case before 

the court consists of more than the charges brought by the government. It also includes the 
defense asserted by the accused. Here, this defense, in part at least, will consist of matters in 
which the judge's former partner served as lawyer." The central matter common to all of the 
administrative+ state+ federal proceedings that commenced on April 2, 2012 and are ongoing, 
is the question of qualifications as to spinal procedures. According to Defendant Heary, which 
physician is qualified to perform a particular procedure: " ... depends upon who is being asked 
the question" (D.E. 180-3 Page ID 3409). Defendant Heary, after having made this comment in 
1998, then went on, in 1999, to cause any otherwise healthy thirty-five (35) year old male, 
Joseph Howard, to become a quadriplegic. In approximately 2001 Judge McNulty, willingly 
joined in the defense of state related entities, as the case found its way to the New Jersey 
Supreme Court. Judge McNulty did not consider the case too "tragic" to refuse to be part of it, 
nor did he consider the fact that Defendant Heary was not qualified to perform a cervical 
corpectomy and had indeed lied to the patient about his qualifications (D.E. 305-2 Page ID 
8305 ), as facts militating against his involvement. One of the central themes ofthis entire legal 
debacle (2012 to present) has been the violation of Kaul's rights pursuant to the Equal 
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Protection clause of the Constitution. Kaul has been subjected to medical+ legal standards, to 
which none of the Kl+ K2 defendants have either held themselves or been held to. Defendant 
Heary can lie and paralyze patients but is rewarded with a state funded salary of $3.1 million, 
while K2 defendants Hafner+ Solomon can falsify and fabricate legal evidence (D.E. 225 + D.E. 
299-18) but are not to held to account. Defendant Heary, as part of his defense, has raised 
"matters" (D.E. 259-1 Page ID 6235), in which Judge McNulty himself, not just his 11former 

partner" has participated (D.E. 305-2 Page ID 8305), and thus the law demands that Judge 
McNulty be disqualified. 

65. Preston v. United States, 923 F.2d 731, 734-35 (9th Cir. 1991): In determining 
disqualification, courts analyze the nature and extent of the nexus between the judge, the 
proceeding, the lawyers, the previous proceedings, the facts and the evidence that may cause 
bias in the judge. This is a fact-sensitive analysis, that errs on the side of caution, in order to 
maintain the public's confidence in the integrity of the judicial process. The gth Circuit held that 
disqualification was required because the judge's law firm had represented a non-party that 
faced an indemnification claim if the government were found liable. Applying this standard to 
the current facts, in which Judge McNulty's law firm not only represents two of the current 
defendants, but that he himself represented two of the defendants, would without question 
mandate disqualification. 

D. 28 U.S.C. § 455 (b)(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or 
minor child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject matter in 

controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding. 

66. The facts, as asserted above, and as viewed from and through the perspective of a 
"reasonable man" do say, that the fiduciary interests of Judge McNulty and his family are 
aligned with those of the defendants and or their representatives, and thus Judge McNulty is 
conflicted, and that conflict of interest will substantially affect the outcome of the case. The 
facts as asserted above do also prove that Judge McNulty has violated section (b)(4) of U.S.C. 
455, and thus, in conjunction with violations of section 455 (a)+ (b)(l) + (b)(2) and section 144, 
he must be disqualified. The law in support of this proposition is as follows: 

67. The corollary to§ 455(b)(4) in the Code of Conduct for the United States Judges is canon 
3C(l)(c). 

68. It is significant that from the commencement of the case, only two (2) of the non-
governmental corporate defendants have filed corporate disclosure statements. 

69. In re New Mexico Natural Gas Antitrust Litig., 620 F.2d 794, 796 (10th Cir. 1980): The 10th 
Circuit considered disqualification necessary if an 11other interest that would be substantially 

affected by the outcome of the proceeding" at 795. This holding was consistent with the 
principle of proximity elements of 'remoteness' and 'contingency', which the 10th Circuit used 
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to reverse the judge's sua ponte disqualification, but in which it stressed the need for 
disqualification if an "other interest" were affected by the outcome of the case. And thus, in 
accordance with the above facts and the law, Judge McNulty must be disqualified, as the 
outcome of the case will affect his "other interests" i.e reputation of his law firm, and K3 
defendant, Gibbons, PC, and the volume of his commercial benefit from his law firm. 

70. United States v Arena, 180 F.3d 380 (2d Cir. 1999): The defendant's application for 
disqualification was rejected based on the 'remoteness' and 'contingent' aspects of the 
purported factual configuration of interest. The only connection was a charitable donation 
made by the judge's wife to the abortion clinic, which itself, although an alleged victim of the 
defendant' scheme, was not a party to the case. The court found that the charitable donation 
did not constitute a financial intertest in the abortion clinic. In stark contrast, however, Judge 
McNulty remains a commercial beneficiary of his law firm, and the outcome of this case will 
have a direct impact on the volume of that benefit, which is one of the reasons why he must be 
disqualified. 

71. Liljeberg v. Health Servs. Acquisition Corp., 486 U.S. 847, 860 n.8 (1988): Section (b) of 
455 pertains to the existence of an actual bias/prejudice, and this case articulates the 
connection between the judge's knowledge of his conflict of interest and the remedy of 
vacatur: "Moreover, as the Court of Appeals correctly noted, Judge Collins' failure to 
disqualify himself on March 24, 1982, also constituted a violation of§ 455(b){4) ... This 
separate violation of§ 455 further compels the conclusion that vacatur was an appropriate 
remedy; by his silence, Judge Collins deprived respondent of a basis for making a timely 
motion for a new trial and also deprived it of an issue on direct appeal." at 867. Judge 
McNulty's orders/judgments regarding discovery and dismissal of defendants must be vacated. 
Judge McNulty has remained silent with regards to Kaul's motion for summary judgment 
against defendant Allstate New Jersey Insurance Company (D.E. 299). This caused Kaul to file a 
writ of mandamus on April 23, 2019 (D.E. 330). Kaul has also been the subject of the 'silent' 
treatment by District Judge, Madeline Cox Arleo, in the matter of Kaul v Stolz (Appeal of 
dismissal of Adversarial Action 13-23366/18-1489 by the United States Bankruptcy Court -
Docket Number 2:18-CV-16485 MCA). On April 10, 2019, Kaul submitted a letter that requested 
the Court enter an Order/Opinion on a matter that Kaul was informed had been considered by 
Judge Cox Arleo on January 22, 2019 (D.E. 8). In the letter Kaul states: "It has been seventy
seven (77) days since the appeal was meant to have been adjudicated, and there still remains 
no order/opinion. In the meantime, Defendant Stolz and the non-defendant parties 
referenced in Kaul v Stolz, continue to commit crimes in the United States Bankruptcy Court, 
as alleged in the Adversarial Action. "(D.E. 8 Page ID 440). This is further evidence that the 
entire court for the District of New Jersey is conflicted and corrupted, which is why both Kl+ K2 
must and will be transferred back to the United States District Court for the Southern District of 
New York. It would have been far simpler and more sensible to have permitted Kl+ K2 to 
remain in the S.D.N.Y., and as Kaul has vehemently and consistently argued, he knew he would 
not receive "substantive justice" in New Jersey because of the "politico-legal nexus". If Judge 
McNulty were to now object to either disqualification or transfer back to the S.D.N.Y., after 
having witnessed and participated in a what has turned out to be a seven (7) scheme of 
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obstruction of justice and criminal violations of Kaul's right to due process, it would irrefutably 
prove Kaul's charges that not only does Judge McNulty have the "appearance" of partiality, but 
that he is actually biased/prejudiced against Kaul, and thus must be disqualified. It would prove 
that he is a party who is highly "interested" in the outcome of the case, for the reasons and 
facts identified above. It is of note that since the commencement of the case, Judge McNulty 
has not placed on the record that he has no conflict of interest, nor has he, nor indeed any 
judge in his court disclosed their annual AO lOA report (judicial financial disclosure). Because of 
the parties involved in Kl+ K2, it is highly likely that there exist many conflicts of interest within 
the District of New Jersey, which is why Kl+ K2 must be transferred back to the S.D.N.Y. 
The Court in furtherance of its opinion regarding the remedy of vacatur held: "Moreover 
providing relief in such cases as this will not produce injustice in other cases; to the contrary, 
the Court of Appeals' willingness to enforce § 455 may prevent a substantive injustice in 
some future case by encouraging a judge or litigant to more carefully examine possible 
grounds for disqualification and to promptly disclose them when discovered. It is therefore 
appropriate to vacate the judgment unless it can be said that respondent did not make a 
timely request for relief, or that it would otherwise be unfair to deprive the prevailing party 
of its judgment." at 868. Judge McNulty's orders of dismissal, denials of Kaul's motions and 
requests for discovery must all be vacated, as he knew from the beginning (April 19, 2016) that 
he was conflicted, that he failed to disclose these conflicts, and thus was legally prohibited from 
any involvement in the case. 
The defendants, in light of all of the facts now presented, cannot argue that transfer of Kl+ K2 
to the S.D.N.Y. will in any way inconvenience them, for this scenario is of their making, but the 
only relevant consideration now is that justice be done: "If we focus on fairness to the 
particular litigants ... greater risk of unfairness in upholding the judgment in favor of Liljeberg 
... "The guiding consideration is that the administration of justice should reasonably appear to 
be disinterested as well as be so in fact." Public Utilities Comm'n of D.D. v. Pollak, 343 U.S. 
451, 466-467 (1952) at 870. There is no one to blame for this situation except Judge McNulty + 
the Kl/K2 defendants, whose kickback and bribery schemes have turned the United States 
District Court for the District of New Jersey into a racketeering enterprise. 

E. 28 U.S.C. § 455 (e) Waiver of Disqualification: 

72. Kaul has provided no waiver of disqualification, nor could he, because Judge McNulty 
has not entered onto the record his financial disclosure statement and his conflicts of interest, 
past or present. 

73. The corollary to§ 4SS(e) in the Code of Conduct for the United States Judges is Canon 
3D. 
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28 u.s.c. § 144 states: 

F. 28 U.S.C. § 144 Whenever a party to a proceeding in a district court makes and files 
a timely and sufficient affidavit that the judge before whom the matter is pending 
has a personal bias or prejudice either against him or in favor of any adverse party, 
such judge shall proceed no further therein, but another judge shall be assigned to 
hear such proceeding. The affidavit shall state the facts and the reasons for the 
belief that bias or prejudice exists, and shall be filed not less than ten days before 
the beginning of the term at which the proceeding is to be heard, or good cause 
shall be shown for failure to file it within such time. A party may file only one such 
affidavit in any case. It shall be accompanied by a certificate of counsel of record 
stating that it is made in good faith. 

74. The facts of personal bias and prejudice, as asserted in the attached affidavit are specific 
in time+ place+ character, are "substantial and formidable" and thus mandate that Judge 
McNulty, "shall proceed no further in the case". The affidavit is timely submitted and contains 
certain statements that are made upon information and belief. The law in support of this 
section 144 application is: 

75. Berger v. United States, 255 U.S. 22 (1921): The Court's multiple holdings as to the 
questions of sufficiency of affidavit and the key question of who adjudicates the application are 
found at: 
Id 34 - "Of course the reasons and facts for the belief the litigant entertains are an essential 
part of the affidavit and must give fair support to the charge of a bent of mind that may 
prevent or impede impartiality of judgment ... The facts and reasons it states are not frivolous 
or fanciful but substantial and formidable ... " 
Kaul's affidavit contains fact that proves the partiality against Kaul, of Judge McNulty's 
biased/prejudicial state-of-mind. 
Id 35 - "And there is no serious detriment to the administration of justice nor inconvenience 
worthy of mention, for of what concern is it to a judge to preside in a particular case; of what 

concern to other parties to have him so preside." 
Kaul's affidavit and the accompanying section 455 motion, are based on fact that prove a 
partiality of Judge McNulty's mind against Kaul, a partiality that is in part a consequence of his 
commercial interest in the outcome of the case. Judge McNulty is not a disinterested party to 
the case, nor is he in possession of the "disinterestedness", that impartiality requires. If Kaul 
were to win the case, Judge McNulty's political/economic/professional standing within the New 
Jersey legal community would diminish, and if Kaul were to lose the case or have it dismissed, 
his standing would be enhanced. This is because of the "politico-legal nexus" (D.E. 57 Page ID 
535 + D.E. 57 Page ID 545 + D.E. 166 Page ID 2107 + D.E. 166 Page ID 2118 + D.E. 166 Page ID 
2119 + D.E. 166 Page ID 2120 + D.E. 166 Page ID 2121 + D.E. 167-1 Page ID 2127 + D.E. 167-1 
Page ID 2130 + D.E. 167-1 Page ID 2133 + D.E. 305-3 Page ID 8316 + D.E. 305-3 Page ID 8340 + 
D.E. 305-3 Page ID 8347 + D.E. 305-3 Page ID 8354 + D.E. 305-3 Page ID 8357 + D.E. 305-3 
Page ID 8360 + D.E. 305-3 Page ID 8361 + D.E. 313-1 Page ID 8419) that connects the facts, 
events and parties involved in the illegal revocation of Kaul's license (April 9, 2013 to March 12, 
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2014) to the facts, events and parties identified in Kl and K2. A victory for Kaul in Kl+ K2 would 
unquestionably invalidate the illegal revocation and cause those state/private actors central to 
the scheme to become subject to criminal prosecution by the federal authorities. Evidence 
tampering+ Obstruction of Justice are felonies., but many of the state defendants, including K2 
defendants Solomon+ Hafner, knew this before and while they were committing the crimes. 
The have no defense of ignorance. 
Id at 36 - " ... tribunals of the country shall not only be impartial in the controversies 
submitted to them but shall give assurance that they are impartial ... from any "bias or 
prejudice" that might disturb the normal course of impartial judgment ... To commit to the 
judge a decision upon the truth of the facts gives chance for the evil against which the section 
is directed. The remedy by appeal is inadequate. It comes after the trial and, if prejudice 
exist, it has worked its evil and a judgment of it in a reviewing tribunal is precarious. It goes 
there fortified by presumptions, and nothing can be more elusive of estimate or decision than 
a disposition of a mind in which there is a personal ingredient." 
Since at least April 2, 2012, Kaul has been the victim of a non-stop series of violations of his 
constitutionally protected right to due process, that commenced with K2 defendant, NJBME, 
and continued through the administrative board proceedings (April 9, 2013 to December 13, 
2013), the New Jersey Superior Court system, the United States Bankruptcy Court for the 
District of New Jersey and the United States District Court for the District of New Jersey, into 
the present. Massive state orchestrated crimes were committed against Kaul by members of 
the political + legal + medical + business communities within the geographic boundaries of New 
Jersey. The injustices to which Kaul has been subjected were referenced by his lawyer in the 
administrative board proceeding: "So now what they want you to do is they want to say, look, 
here you go, TZ here you go, consider this. And let him testify outside his report without a 
hearsay exception as a business record because, by the way, we're in the OAL office and it's 
very liberal and carefree. Absolutely not, Judge. It's fundamentally unfair. I already as part of 
my cross this doctor testified about things he didn't even opine about in his reports. So we 
got to cut it off somewhere. Somewhere there has to be some level of fairness." (D.E. 299-22 
Page 7511). A "reasonable man" looking at the facts of the last seven (7) years might say to 
himself in regard to the defendants: "lay down your defenses, for you are defeated, but your 

defeat is of your own making". Kaul asserts that he would have willingly trained the defendant 
physicians, had they simply asked. The reason they did not, was their arrogance and misguided 
calculation about Kaul, an individual whom the defendants assumed would "pack his bags and 
leave". Before you pick a fight with a man, you should know in what fights that man has 
participated. Win or lose, the experience of conflict, as is the case with Kaul, is a strengthening 
life victory. 

G. Kaul's application for disqualification is timely: 

76. Kaul has submitted this application in a timely manner. On February 26, 2019 Kaul 
submitted a letter (D.E. 305 Page ID 8291), in which he raised Judge McNulty's conflict of 
interest, and re-referenced the "politico-legal nexus" as the reason as to why Kaul has not 
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received "substantive justice" in New Jersey. This application is submitted less than ten (10) 
weeks after this letter. 

77. However, section 455 specifies no particular time within which the disqualification 
application be submitted, but the generally held opinion ofthe circuit courts is that it occurs "at 
the earliest moment after knowledge of the facts demonstrating the basis for such 
disqualification." See Travelers Ins. Co. v. Liljeberg Enters., Inc., 38 F.3d 1404, 1410 (5th Cir. 
1994). See also Apple v. Jewish Hosp. & Med. Ctr., 829 F.2d 326, 333 (2d Cir. 1987). In 
determining timeliness the 2nd Circuit has developed a four (4) part test: (1) whether the 
movant has participated in a substantial manner in trail or pretrial proceedings - the record 
reflects that Kaul is responsible for more than fifty percent (50%) of the court filings: (2) 
whether granting the motion would waste judicial resources - the case has not even entered 
discovery, and thus relatively minimal judicial resources have been expended. In fact, as 
detailed in 'The McNulty Analysis' it is Kaul who has been 'spinning his wheels' (D.E. 313-1 Page 
ID 8404); (3) whether the motion was made after judgment - Kaul filed this motion after Judge 
McNulty rescinded his order of dismissal with prejudice (D.E. 325 Page ID 8479); (4) whether 
the movant can show good cause for delay - There has been no delay, in that Kaul has filed this 
motion within ten (10) weeks of coming to know about the conflict of interest, and has filed it 
after the order of dismissal was rescinded. 

78. However, of even more import is the fact that Judge McNulty has, from the 
commencement of the case, known that he was conflicted, had an "appearance" of partiality 
and ought to have disqualified himself. In In re Kensington lnt'I Ltd., 368 F.3d 289 (3d Cir. 2004) 
the Third Circuit held that where a judge knew he or she was conflicted or had an "appearance" 
of partiality, the moving party could be not held responsible for whether a motion was filed in a 
timely manner. Kaul is a prose litigant, and Judge McNulty had the responsibility of declaring 
his conflicted position, and not waiting for Kaul to 'pull back the curtain'. Kaul's seven (7) year 
journey through the legal swamps/dishonesty of New Jersey's medico-legal-political 
communities has been nothing short of "fantastical". It will be only when some of these 
defendants land in jail, that they will recognize and truly admit their crimes. K2 defendant 
Hafner described Kaul as "arrogant" (D.E. 179 Page ID 2365 + D.E. 299-22 Page ID 7516), 
because he refused to accept her false and illegal case against him. Defendant Hafner should 
look into her own wicked heart, before she points her finger at anyone else. Lest she not forget 
that she embarked on a relationship with Kl/K2 defendant Kaufman, that was described by her 
witness, John Zerbini, as "moochy-coochy" (D.E. 299-22 Page 7524). Hafner allowed herself to 
be inserted into K2 defendant Christie's criminal enterprise, and will find, in due course, the 
same fate as have Bridget Kelly+ Bill Baroni. Kaul warned Hafner on September 16, 2013, that 
Christie would have "no concern for her professional welfare or reputation" (D.E. 299-22 Page 
ID 7539). 
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Conclusion + Relief Sought 

79. Kaul respectfully asserts that based on the above fach .. reasons+ arguments, Judge 
Kevin McNulty be disqualified from Kl+ K2, and that all orders entered onto the dockets be 
immediately vacated. 

80. Kaul respectfully asserts that based on the above facb + reasons+ arguments, the Chief 
Judge of the Court, the Honorable Jose Linares immediately transfer both Kl+ K2 to the United 
States District Court for the Southern District of New York. 

81. Kaul respectfully asserts that Judge Kevin McNulty be required to make on the record a 
full financial disclosure, for the period from December 2011 to May 2019, in accordance with 
the rules and regulations of the Guide to Judiciary Policy, Volume 2D, Chapter 1 to Chapter 6, as 
revised on March 23, 2018. 

82. Kaul respectfully asserts that Judge McNulty be required to disclose to Kaul and the 
record the full extent and substance of any and all exparte communications with ~persons 
(e.g. lawyers+ defendants+ politicians) regarding Kl+ K2 or Plaintiff, Richard Arjun Kaul, MD, 
that occurred in the period from February 22, 2016 to the prE sent. 

83. Kaul respectfully asserts that communications include any form of information exchange 
to include but not limited to: (i) texts; (ii) face to face conver)ations: (iii) e-mails; (iv) typed 
letters: (v) hand written letters; (vi) telephone conversations conducted via cellular phone or 
land line. 

84. Kaul respectfully asserts that these communications be disclosed to the record by June 
13, 2019 at the close of business. 

Dated: May 6, 2019 R.Kaut 2~1. 
Richard Arjun Kaul, MD 
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Order 

It is hereby ordered that on May 22, 2019, Judge Kevin McNulty is immediately disqualified 
from any further administrative, ministerial, legal or other involvement in either Kl or K2. 

It is hereby ordered that on May 22, 2019, all orders entered in Kl+ K2 by Judge Kevin McNulty 
and any magistrate judges acting under his authority, are immediately vacated. 

It is hereby order that on May 22, 2019, both Kl+ K2 are transferred out of the United States 
District Court for the District of New Jersey, and are transferred into the United States Court for 
the Southern District of New York. 

It is hereby ordered that on May 22, 2019, unless the defendants, by June 13, 2019, 
rebut/refute/deny/contest the evidence submitted in support of Kaul's motion for summary 
judgment against Defendant Allstate New Jersey Insurance Company (D.E. 299), it will be 
deemed to have proven Kaul's case. 

Dated: May 22, 2019 
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RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 
PROPRIA PERSONA 
440 c SOMERSET DRIVE 
PEARL RIVER, NY 10965 
2019892299 
drrichardkaul@gmail.com 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 

Plaintiff 

v. 

19 CV3046 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT 

COURT FOR THE SOUTHERN 
DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

CIVIL ACTION 

COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 

SENATOR CHARLES E SCHUMER, ALLSTATE 
INSURANCE COMPANY, GEICO, TD BANK, NA 
GIBBONS, PC, GANNET CO., INC. 

Defendants 

For reference purposes: 
K1: Kaul v Christie: 16-CV-02364 
K2: Kaul v Christie: 18-CV-08086 
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RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 
PROPRIA PERSONA 

440 c SOMERSET DRIVE 
PEARL RIVER, NY 10965 
2019892299 

drrichardkaul@gmail.com 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 

Plaintiff 

v. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT 
COURT FOR THE SOUTHERN 

DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 
CIVIL ACTION 

CERTIFICATION OF PLAINTIFF 

SENATOR CHARLES E SCHUMER, ALLSTATE 

INSURANCE COMPANY, GEICO, TD BANK, NA 

GIBBONS, PC, GANNET CO., INC. 

Defendants 

I, Richard Arjun Kaul, MD, of full age, certifies and says: 

I am the Propria Persona Plaintiff 

I make this certification in support of the Plaintiff's Complaint 

Attached as Exhibit 1 is a true and accurate copy of the following document: 

1. Exhibit 1- E-mail from Robert Conroy1 Esq to K2 Defendant Hafner 

I certify that the foregoing statements made by me are true to the best of my knowledge. I am 
aware that if any of the foregoing statements made by me are willfully false, I am subject to 

R.Kau/, 2 k )_ 
., 

punishment. 

Dated: April 4, 2019 

Richard Arjun Kaul, MD 
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Plaintiff Richard Arjun Kaul, MD ("Kaul") brings this action against Defendants: (1) Senator 

Charles E. Schumer ("Schumer"); (2) Allstate Insurance Company ("Allstate"); (3) GEICO 

("GEICO"); (4) TD Bank, NA ("TD"); (5) Gibbons P.C. ("Gibbons"); (6) Gannett Co., Inc. 

("Gannett") to redress Plaintiff's economic and reputational injuries due to the Defendants' 

illegal scheme to obstruct Kaul's prosecution of the matter of Kl. Plaintiff's allegations are 

based on his own experiences and personal knowledge, his research, publicly available articles, 

studies, reports and other sources, a reasonable inquiry under the circumstances, and on 

information and belief. Plaintiff's allegations are likely to have further evidentiary support after 

a reasonable opportunity for further investigation and discovery. 
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I. PARTIES 

1. Plaintiff, RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD, is a resident of the State of New York, and is the 
Plaintiff in the matter of Kl. His address is 440 c Somerset Drive, Pearl River, New York 
10965. 

2. Defendant Senator CHARLES E. SCHUMER is an American politician serving as the senior 
United States Senator from New York, and is the brother-in-law of United States District 
Judge, Kevin McNulty. His address is 780 Third Avenue, Suite 2301, New York, New York 
10017 

3. Defendant ALLSTATE INSURANCE COMPANY is an American corporation traded on the 
New York Stock Exchange, that is alleged to have, as part of a quid pro quo scheme, 
funneled bribes to Defendant Schumer and Judge Kevin McNulty, disguised as 'political 
campaign donations' and 'legal fees'. It's corporate address is Northbrook, Illinois, and it 
trades on the New York Stock Exchange. 

4. Defendant GEICO is an American corporation traded on the New York Stock Exchange, 
that is alleged to have, as part of a quid pro quo scheme, funneled bribes to Defendant 
Schumer and Judge Kevin McNulty, disguised as 'political campaign donations' and 'legal 
fees'. It's corporate address is Chevy Chase, Maryland and it trades on the New York 
Stock Exchange. 

5. DefendantTD BANK, NA, is a Canadian bank, whose American headquarters are in 
Cherry Hill, New Jersey. It is a company that is publicly traded on the New York Stock 
Exchange, that is alleged to have, as part of a quid pro quo scheme, funneled bribes to 
Defendant Schumer and Judge Kevin McNulty, disguised as 'political campaign 
donations' and legal fees'. 

6. Defendant GIBBONS P.C. is an American law firm with offices located in New York, 
Newark, Trenton, Philadelphia, Wilmington, Washington, DC, West Palm Beach, whose 
website indicates that "Gibbons has been selected as the best law firm and as a top 
three lobbying firm in New Jersey." Judge McNulty remains a commercial beneficiary of 
the law firm. It's address is One Pennsylvania Plaza, 37th Floor, New York, New York 

10119-3701 

7. Defendant GANNETT CO., INC. is an American media conglomerate, that is publicly 
traded on the New York Stock Exchange, with a portfolio that includes USA today, and 

K1/K2 defendant North Jersey Media Group, currently known as "Fourth Edition". The 
corporation is a client of Defendant Gibbons. It's corporate address is Tysons Corner, 

Virginia. 
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II. JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

8. U.S.C. § 1331 because Plaintiff's claims arise under federal law, and under 18 U.S.C. § 

1964(c) because this action alleges violations of the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt 

Organizations Act, 18 U.S.C. § 1962. This Court has subject matter jurisdiction pursuant to 28 

U.S.C. § 1337 because this action alleges violations of an Act of Congress regulating commerce 

or protecting trade and commerce against restraints and monopolies. And 15 U.S.C. § 4 and§ 

16 confer subject matter jurisdiction on this Court over claims brought under the Sherman Act. 

This Court also has supplemental jurisdiction over the state law claims in this action pursuant to 

28 U.S.C. § 1367. This Court also has subject matter jurisdiction over this action pursuant to 28 

U.S.C. § 1332(d)(2)(A), (5), because Plaintiff is a citizen of a different state to certain 

Defendants, the aggregate amount in controversy exceeds seventy---thousand dollars. 

9. Personal Jurisdiction. The Court has personal jurisdiction over each Defendant. Each 

Defendant has transacted business, maintained substantial contacts, and/or committed overt 

acts in furtherance of the illegal scheme and conspiracy throughout the United States, including 

in this district. The scheme and conspiracy have been directed at, and have had the intended 

effect of, causing injury to persons residing in, located in, or doing business throughout the 

United States, including this district. This Court also has personal jurisdiction over alf 

Defendants pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 4(k)(l)(A) because they would be subject to the 

jurisdiction of a court of general jurisdiction in New Jersey. 
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Ill. PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

Professional Jealousy+ Political Corruption 

10. This case is about political and judicial corruption within the American politico-legal 

establishment, with a central theme that pertains to bribery induced perversions of the course 

of justice. This case came into being from a series of medical innovations and legal events 

whose true genesis commenced in approximately 2005/2006. A conflagration of events ignited 

consequent to Kaul performing the first outpatient minimally invasive spinal fusion in 

approximately February/March 2005, an event that sparked the medical equivalent of the 

American Civil War, a fight between neurosurgeons and minimally invasive spine surgeons as to 

who was qualified to perform these procedures. The Spine Turf Wars, as they came to be 

known, expanded rapidly, and came to include senior American politicians in both state and 

federal government, into whose ravenous campaign coffers the neurosurgeons poured their 

bribes. These monies were part of a series of quid pro quo schemes intended to have the 

minimally invasive spine surgeons, like Kaul, eliminated from the practice of minimally invasive 

spine surgery. Like an out-of-control California forest fire, the professional battles began to 

involve members of the insurance sector, hospital corporations and the outpatient surgical 

community, in a fight over one of the most economically enhanced sectors of American 

healthcare. 

Fraud+ Obstruction of Justice 

11. From 2005 onwards the STW was litigated in administrative + state + federal courts 

across the United States, against a backdrop of non-stop media coverage of the events 

surrounding the illegal suspension/revocation of Kaul's license in 2012/2014. The 

administrative legal proceedings that resulted in the revocation of Kaul's license were a massive 

frau·d, that the State of New Jersey in conspiracy with the Kl/K2 defendants, polluted with 

hundreds of separate events of perjury+ evidential omissions+ misrepresentations+ 

tampering+ fraud, that Kaul has proved. Kaul argued in 2012 for the appointment of a special 

prosecutor and ad hoc medical board, as he knew the case against him had been corrupted by 

the K1/K2 defendants, and that he would not receive substantive justice in New Jersey (Exhibit 

,1). On March 12, 2014 K2 defendant NJBME revoked Kaul's license, based on the fraudulent 

opinion of K2 defendant/administrative law judge, Jay Howard Solomon. On January 17, 2018 

(MLK birthday) Kaul filed 'The Solomon Critique' a document that proves that in the 

administrative proceeding (April 9, 2013 to June 28, 2013), Kl/K2 defendants Przybylski+ 

Kaufman + Solomon collectively committed two hundred and seventy-eight (2781 separate 

instances of perjury+ evidential omissions+ misrepresentations+ gross mischaracterizations. 

On February 11, 2019, Kaul submitted a motion for summary judgment against Defendant 
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Allstate New Jersey Insurance Company, that over two trillion dollars in damages. On February 

25, 2019 Judge McNulty entered an order that dismissed with prejudice Kaul's federal-law 

claims, and shortly thereafter, Kaul submitted a document entitled 'The McNulty Analysis'. that 

shows the factual and legal inconsistencies Judge McNulty's opinion, in the context of his 

familial relationship with Defendant Senator Schumer, and that of his status as a commercial 

beneficiary of Defendant Gibbons PC, a law flrm at which Judge McNulty had been the director 

since at least 2008. 

12. This case makes the assertion/allegation/argument that the K1/K2 defendants bribed 

Defendant Schumer to use his influence with his brother-in-law. Judge McNulty, in order to 

obstruct Kaul's prosecution of the case and pervert the course of justice. with the intention of 

preventing Kaul from presenting to the public the evidence of the K1/K2 defendants' crimes. 

13. The K1/K2/K3 defendants embarked on an ill-intended and ill-conceived illegal scheme 

in approximately 2006, that will result in their economic+ professional + reputational 

obliteration, and for some will lead to periods of incarceration. The defendants had many 

opportunities to rectify their wrongdoing, but they chose the true path of the criminal, and 

continued their cover-up, in the hope that a US Senator and a United States District Judge 

would salvage their 'Titanic' from 'The Man of Steel', as Kaut was once described by a United 

States Magistrate Judge. One of the ironies, in all of this, is that on March 28, 2013, as Kaul's 

lawyer, Robert Levy, was substituting out of the administrative case, he stated to Kaul's 

incoming lawyer, Charles Shaw: 

"Good luck, this is a sinking ship" 

14. Little did Levy know, that K2 defendants, Solomon+ Hafner would end-up at the bow of 

that ship. 
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IV. STATEMENT OF FACT 

15. The facts underpinning the four (4) themes (Professional Jealousy+ Political Corruption 
+ Fraud+ Obstruction of Justice} of this case have been detailed in Kl, and can be found within 
the following submitted documents: 

a. 

b. 

C. 

d. 

'The Solomon Critique': D.E. 225 Page ID 5271 to 5270 

Motion for Summary Judgment v. Allstate New Jersey Insurance Company: D.E. 299 
Page ID 7017 to 8170. 

Opinion of Judge McNulty: D.E. 300 Page ID 8171 to 8217 

'The McNulty Analysis': D.E. 313 Page ID 8381 to 8448. 
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V. CLAIMS FOR RELIEF 

COUNT ONE 

VIOLATIONS OF 18 U.S.C. COUNT ONE- VIOLATIONS OF 18 U.S.C. § 196Z(C) - (D) 

THE RACKETEER INFLUENCED AND CORRUPT ORGANIZATIONS ACT, 18 U.S.C. §1961, 

ET SEQ (Against all Defendants) 

16. Plaintiff incorporates by reference each preceding paragraph as thought fully set forth 

herein. 

17. Plaintiff brings this Count against Defendants Schumer+ Allstate+ Geico +TD+ Gibbons 

+ Gannett (inclusively, for the purpose of this count, the "SCHUMER RICO Defendants"). At all 

relevant times, in a period from in or around July 2016 to the present, each of the SCHUMER 

RICO Defendants has been a "person" pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 1961(3), because each is capable 

of holding and does hold, "a legal or beneficiary interest in property." Section 1962© makes it 

"unlawful for any person employed by unlawful for any person employed by or associated with 

any enterprise engaged in, or the activities of which affect, interstate or foreign commerce, to 

conduct or participate, directly or indirectly, in the conduct of such enterprise's affairs through 

a pattern of racketeering activity." See 18 U.S.C. § 1962(c). 

18. Section 1962(d) makes it unlawful for "any person to conspire to violate" Section 

1962{c), among other provisions. See 18 U.S.C. § 1962(d). 

19. As explained in detail below, the SCHUMER RICO Defendants obstructed the process of 

justice in the matter of Kl, in order to pervert the course of justice and cause Judge Kevin 

McNulty of the United States District Court for the District of New Jersey, to deny Kaul his 

constitutionally protected right to due process, deny him discovery, deny all of his motions and 

violate his civil rights, by denying him access to the procedure and substance of justice. 

20. The purpose of the SCHUMER RICO Defendants fraudulent scheme was to cause Kaul 

to cease his prosecution of Kl, in order to cause a concealment of their criminal conduct, as is 

alleged in Kl. The purpose of this concealment was to negate the incurrence of the economic 

and reputational damages, that would have ensued from Kaul's public prosecution of the case. 

A. Description of the SCHUMER RICO Enterprise 

21. RICO defines an enterprise as 11any individual, partnership, corporation, association, or 
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other legal entity, and any union or group of individuals associated-in-fact although not a legal 

entity." 18 U.S.C. § 1961 (4). An association-in-fact enterprise requires three structural features: 

(1) a purpose; (2) relationship among those associated with the enterprise; and (3) longevity 

sufficient to permit those associates to pursue the enterprise's purpose. 

22. The "purpose" of the SCHUMER RICO Enterprise is stated in---. 

23. The "relationships'' between the SCHUMER RICO Defendants, in the context of the 

SCHUMER RICO Association-In-Fact Enterprise are detailed below in ,i to ,i. 

24. Defendant Allstate commenced its scheme of bribing Defendant Schumer in 

approximately 1998, in a series of quid pro quo schemes, the purpose of which was to facilitate 

the entry of legislation advantageous to its commercial agenda, that permitted it to arbitrarily 

raise its auto insurance premiums. These bribes have been disguised as 'political campaign' 

donations, and include monies deposited in off-shore banking accounts and trusts. Defendant 

Allstate has, for at least the last twenty-two (22) years, employed this particular strategy in 

bribing state/federal legislators/politicians/judges. This pattern continues to this day and is an 

"open-ended" pattern of racketeering continuity, that poses an ongoing threat. 

25. Defendant Geico has the same relationship with Defendant Schumer, as does 

Defendant Alf state. Defendant Geico, like Defendant Allstate, profits from the sale of auto 

insurance policies in, amongst others, the states of New Jersey and New York. Both defendants 

Geico and Allstate are companies publicly traded on the New York Stock Exchange, share 

identical economic goals and strategies of commerce, an element of which includes the bribing 

of state/federal politicians/legislators/judges, in furtherance of their economic agendas. 

Defendant Schumer's political career has been built primarily on monies (bribes) derived from 

NYSE traded companies, that include defendants Allstate+ Geico + TD + Gannett. 

26. Defendants Allstate+ Geico + TD have, since at least 2006, engaged in commerce with 

Defendants Gannet+ Gibbons, in the procurement of advertising and media coverage, 

advantageous to their commercial agendas. The quid pro quo in these commercial 

arrangements involves the funneling of monies from defendants Allstate+ Geico + TD to 

defendants Gannet and Gibbons, in return respectively for favorable media coverage, and the 

effective 'purchasing' of Judge Kevin McNulty, made possible by his remaining a commercial 

beneficiary of Defendant Gibbons, subsequent to his appointment to the federal bench in 2012. 

27. Judge McNulty is the brother-in-law of Defendant Schumer. 
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28. Defendant Schumer has received monies (bribes) disguised as 'political campaign 

donations' from Defendant Gibbons, a law firm of which Judge McNulty was the director in a 

period from approximately 2006 to 2012. 

29. Defendant Schumer, although the US Senator for New York, used his political influence 

with now deceased US Senator for New Jersey, Frank Lautenberg, to have Judge Mc Nulty 

appointed to the federal bench in 2012. 

30. Defendant TD has the same relationship with Defendant Schumer as do defendants 

Geico + Allstate. 

31. All of the defendants were and continue to be engaged in commerce, and became an 

association-in-fact enterprise pursuant to RICO, in or around mid 2016, the purpose of which 

was to obstruct justice in Kl, and pervert the course of justice in order that Kaul cease his 

prosecution of the case. 

32. The defendants relationships commenced in at least 1998 and constitute an "open-

ended" pattern of racketeering continuity, a consequence of which has been to obstruct Kaul's 

prosecution of Kl. This "pattern of racketeering" has involved the flow of bribes from 

defendants Allstate+ Geico +TD+ Gannet through defendants Gibbons+ Schumer, with whom 

Judge McNulty remains in-privity. This has been the typical pattern of public corruption, 

employed by the defendants, one that has involved the conversion of law firms, courts and the 

body politic into racketeering enterprises, through which quid pro quo schemes are 

orchestrated between public servants and private entities. These schemes are ongoing and 

possess the requisite longevity, pursuant to RICO, to achieve the purposes of the enterprise i.e. 

deny Kaul access to justice in order to provide 'cover' for the defendants' crimes as alleged in 

Kl+ K2. 

33. The defendants, in furtherance of their racketeering scheme, engaged in 

communications that commenced in or around mid 2016, and involved face to face meetings, 

e-mails and texts, the substance of which pertained to the scheme to obstruct l<aul's access to 

justice, by using the SCHUMER RICO Enterprise to influence Judge McNulty to pervert the 

course of justice, prevent Kaul from obtaining discovery, and then to dismiss the case with 

prejudice, when Kaul moved for summary judgment against Defendant Allstate New Jersey 

Insurance Company. 

34. At all relevant times, in the period that commenced in or around mid 2016, the 

SCHUMER RICO Defendants operated an ongoing association-in-fact enterprise, manufactured 
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for the purpose of obstructing Kaul's prosecution of Kl, and perverting the course of justice, 

while committing the crime of Honest Service Fraud, through bribery, kickbacks and self

dealing. The nexus that permitted the flow of bribes and the perpetration of the quid pro quo 

schemes from and between defendants Gannet+ Allstate+ Geico + TD and defendants 

Schumer+ Gibbons, was hinged on the law firm of defendant Gibbons and the political and 

personal accounts/trusts of Defendant Schumer. 

35. The defendants perpetrated these schemes with in-person meetings that commenced in 

or around mid 2016, in closed door settings in New York, New Jersey and Washington, D.C., and 

in doing so conducted a pattern of racketeering under§ 18 U.S.C. 1961(4). 

36. The defendants, in the knowledge that their activities constituted violations of RICO, 

configured the SCHUMER RICO association-in-fact enterprise in such a way as to provide 'cover' 

for their illicit scheme, and used their separate legal statuses to internally organize the 

SCHUMER RICO association-in-fact enterprise, to mitigate the vicarious liability of RICO. The 

defendants conspired in the construction of this fraudulent.racketeering construct, because 

they believed their distinct legal statuses would hinder detection, and make opaque the true 

internal architecture of their criminal syndicate. 

37. At all times from approximately 2016, the SCHUMNER RICO Enterprise constituted a 

single "enterprise" or multiple enterprises within the meaning of 18 U.S.C. § 1961(4), as legal 

entities, as well as individuals and legal entities associated-in-fact for the common purpose of 

engaging in the SCHUMER RICO Defendants fraudulent scheme to obstruct Kaul's prosecution 

of Kl. 

38. The SCHUMER RICO association-in-fact Enterprise consisted of the following entities and 

individuals: (a) Defendant Schumer; (b) Defendant Allstate; (c) Defendant Geico; (d) Defendant 

TD; (e) Gibbons; (f) Gannett. 

39. While each of the SCHUMER RICO Defendants acquired, maintained control of, were 

associated with, and conducted or participated in the conduct of the SCHUMER RICO 

Enterprise's affairs, at all relevant times, the CAC RICO Enterprise: (a) had an existence separate 

and distinct from each CAC RICO Defendant; (b) was separate and distinct from the pattern of 

racketeering in which the CAC RICO Defendants engaged; and (c) was an ongoing and 

continuing organization consisting of legal entities, including the CAC RICO Defendants, along 

with other individuals and entities, including unknown third parties. 

40. The SCHUMER RICO Defendants and their co--conspirators, through their illegal 
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SCHUMER RICO Enterprise, engaged in a pattern of racketeering activity, which involved a 

fraudulent scheme to obstruct Kaul's prosecution of Kl and pervert the course of justice, the 

purpose and result of which was respectively protection from economic obliteration and 

economic enrichment. 

41. Defendant Schumer orchestrated the SCHUMER RICO Scheme, whereby he leveraged 

his familial relationship with Judge Kevin McNulty to obstruct Kaul's prosecution of the case, 

cause the illegal dismissal of K1, and prevent the public exposure of the judicial/political 

corruption in the case. Defendant Schumer was motivated to engage in this scheme because of 

money, as was Judge McNulty, who facilitated the scheme with a chilling indifference to the 

interests of justice. 

42. The SCHUMER RICO Enterprise facilitated its fraudulent scheme of obstruction of justice 

+ mail fraud+ wire fraud + bribery+ honest services fraud through a federal court, federal 

personnel and through entities connected to the political office of Defendant Schumer. The 

overarching purpose of the SCHUMER RICO Enterprise was to obstruct Kaul's prosecution of the 

case, pervert the course of justice and cause Judge Kevin McNulty to illegally dismiss the case, 

this being the 'quid' and the bribes being the 'pro'. These events commenced in mid 2016 and 

continued to the dismissal of the case in February, 2019. Defendants Allstate+ Geico +TD+ 

Gannett periodically funneled bribes into the campaign coffers of defendant Schumer, the 

accounts of Defendant Gibbons (bribes disguised as 'legal fees'), and made the payments in 

instalments to ensure Judge McNulty continued his obstruction of Kaul's case to dismissal. 

B. The SCHUMER RICO Association-In-Fact Enterprise engaged in an "open-ended" 

continuity "pattern of racketeering" in which they converted a federal court and political 

party into a RICO enterprise, the sole purpose of which was to obstruct justice, through the 

commission of bribery+ mail fraud+ wire fraud. 

43. All of the defendants became commercially enriched from their involvement in the 

SCHUMER RICO Enterprise and its fraudulent scheme of bribery+ mail fraud+ wire fraud+ 

obstruction of justice. The illegal dismissal of Kaul's case was a "racketeering injury" that was a 

consequence of the defendants covert conversion of a federal court and political agency into an 

association-in-fact RICO enterprise. This enterprise provided legitimate 'cover' for the 

commission of multiple quid pro quo schemes, in which bribes were funneled from defendants 

Allstate+ Geico +TD+ Gannet to and through defendants Gibbons+ Schumer. 

44. At all times from approximately 2016, the SCHUMER RICO Association-In-Fact 

Enterprise: (a) had an existence separate and distinct from each SCHUMER RICO Defendant; (b) 
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was separate and distinct from the pattern of racketeering in which the SCHUMER RICO 

Defendants engaged; and (c) was an ongoing and continuing organization consisting of legal 

entities, including the SCHUMER RICO Defendants, along with other individuals and entities, 

including unknown third parties that operated an association···in·-fact enterprise, which was 

formed for the purpose of obstructing Kaul's prosecution of the case, perverting the course of 

justice and causing the illegal dismissal of Kl. 

45. Defendants Allstate+ Geico have a long and well-developed pattern of judicial/political 

corruption, that has been conducted through public relations firms, law firms and political 

lobbyists, with a 'revolving door' that connects the judiciary and body politic to these publicly 

held NYSE traded corporations. 

46. The SCHUMER RICO Enterprise engaged in, and its activities affected, interstate and 

foreign commerce because it involved commercial activities across state boundaries. These 

activities included the sale of financial services+ products+ the trans-national 

commercialization of risk. 

47. Within the SCHUMER RICO Enterprise, there existed a communication network, through 

which the defendants and co-conspirators disseminated information relevant to the 

perpetration of their fraudulent racketeering schemes, the purpose of which was to obstruct 

Kaul's prosecution of Kl, pervert the course of justice and cause the illegal dismissal of Kl. It 

was through this this network that the defendants coordinated their quid pro quo schemes. 

48. Each defendant in the SCHUMER RICO Enterprise had systematic linkages to each other 

through familial ties, corporate ties, contractual relationships and a continuing coordination of 

activities. Through the SCHUMER RICO Association-In-Fact Enterprise, the SCHUMER RICO 

Defendants functioned as a continuing unit with the purpose of furthering the SCHUMER RICO 

Scheme. The SCHUMER RICO Defendants participated in the operation and management of the 

SCHUMER RICO Association-In-Fact Enterprise by directing its affairs, as described herein. While 

the SCHUMER RICO Defendants participated in, and are members of the enterprise, they have a 

separate existence from the enterprise, including distinct legal statuses, different offices and 

roles, bank accounts, officers, directors, employees, individual personhood, reporting 

requirements, and financial statements. 

49. The SCHUMER RICO Defendants exerted substantial control over the SCHUMER RICO 

Enterprise, and participated in the affairs of the enterprise by: (a) deciding how and when 

bribes were dispersed; (b) communicating directly with lawyers, public relation agents and 

political lobbyists with direct connections to defendant Schumer and Judge McNulty; (c) 
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ensuring that the unnamed co--conspirators complied with and concealed the fraudulent 

scheme. 

SO. Without each SCHUMER RICO Defendants' willing participation, the SCHUMER RICO 

Scheme and common course of conduct would not have been successful. The SCHUMER RICO 

Defendants directed and controlled the ongoing enterprise necessary to implement the 

scheme. These meetings commenced in mid 2016 and continued into 2019 and consisted of 

discussions regarding the coordination of bribery with the progression of the case, to ensure 

that Judge McNulty continued to obstruct Kaul's prosecution of the case, quash subpoenas, 

deny discovery, deny Kaul's motions and pervert the course of justice to ensure Judge McNulty 

dismissed Kl with prejudice. A part of the defendants strategy was to encourage the Court 

provide Kaul with the charade of due process, in order to attempt to make the Court's dismissal 

appellate proof, in much the same deceptive manner that K2 defendants Hafner+ Solomon 

conducted the charade of the administrative board proceedings that caused the illegal 

revocation of Kaul's license on March 12, 2014. Kaul has been subject to seven years of gross 

and criminally minded injustice in administrative+ state+ federal courts, within the geographic 

boundaries of New Jersey, which is one of the reasons why this case must and will be litigated 

in the SONY. 

C. Predicate Acts: Mail Fraud (Section 1341) + Wire Fraud (Section 1343) + Bribery 

(Section 201) + Obstruction of Justice (Section 1503) 

51. To carry out, or attempt to carry out, the scheme to defraud, the SCHUMER 

RICO Defendants, each of whom is a person associated---in--fact with the SCHUMER 

RICO Enterprise, did knowingly conduct or participate, directly or indirectly, in the 

affairs of the SCHUMER RICO Enterprise through a pattern of racketeering activity 

within the meaning of 18 U.S.C. §§ 1961(1}, 1961(5) and 1962(c), employed the use of 

the mail and wire facilities, in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1341 (mail fraud} and§ 1343 

(wire fraud), engaged in bribery in violation of 18 U.S.C. §201, and obstruction of 

justice in violation of 18 U.S.C. §§ 1501-1521. The SCHUMER RICO Defendants have 

committed, conspired to commit, and/or aided and abetted in the commission of at 

least two predicate acts of racketeering activity (i.e. violations of 18 U.S.C. §§ 1341 

and 1343 + 18 U.S. C. §201 + 18 U.S.C. §§ 1501-1521) within the past ten years. 

52. The multiple acts of racketeering activity which the SCHUMER RICO Defendants 

committed, or aided and abetted in the commission of, were related to each other, 

posed a threat of continued racketeering activity, and therefore constitute a "pattern 

of racketeering activity." The racketeering activity was made possible by the 
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SCHUMER RICO Defendants' regular use of the facilities, services, distribution 

channels, and employees of the SCHUMER RICO Enterprise. The SCHUMER RICO 

Defendants participated in the scheme to obstruct Kaul's prosecution of Kl by using 

mail, telephone, and the Internet to transmit mailing and wires in interstate or foreign 

commerce. 

53. The CAC RICO Defendants used, directed the use of, and/or caused to be used 

the mail and wire communications in furtherance of their illegal scheme to obstruct 

Kaul's prosecution of Kl, by colluding with Judge McNulty to deny Kaul discovery, 

deny his motions, delay his case in order to permit defendants and third-party witness 

the opportunity to delete and or cause the spoliation of evidence. 

54. In devising and executing the illegal scheme, the SCHUMER RICO Defendants 

concocted and knowingly carried out a material scheme and/or artifice that deprived 

the Plaintiff of his constitutionally protected right to substantive due process. For the 

purpose of executing the illegal scheme, the SCHUMER RICO Defendants committed 

these racketeering acts intentionally and knowingly with the specific intent to 

obstruct Kaul's prosecution of Kl, deny him discovery, deny his motions and illegally 

dismiss Kl, with the expectation that it would exhaust his resources, frustrate his will 

and cause him to "pack his bags and leave". They are wrong on all counts. 

55. The CAC RICO Defendants' predicate acts of racketeering (18 U.S.C. § 1961(1) 

include, but are not limited to: 

(a) Mail Fraud: The SCHUMER RICO Defendants violated 18 U.S.C. § 1341 by 

sending or receiving, or by causing to be sent and/or received, materials via U.S. 

mail or commercial interstate carriers for the purpose of executing the unlawful 

scheme to revoke the Plaintiff's medical license by means of misrepresentations 

and omissions. 

(b) Wire Fraud: The SCHUMER RICO Defendants violated 18 U.S.C. § 1343 by 

transmitting and/or receiving, or by causing to be transmitted and/or received, 

materials by wire for the purpose of executing the unlawful scheme to defraud 

and obtain money on false pretenses, misrepresentations, promises, and 

omissions. 

(c) Bribery: The SCHUMER RICO Defendants violated 18 U.S.C. §201 by bribing 

Defendant Schumer and causing him to violate sections (b)(2)(A)(B)(C), while 

themselves violating sections (b)(l}(A)(B)(C) 

(d) Obstruction of Justice: The SCHUMER RICO Defendants violated 18 U.S.C. 

§§1501-1521 by conspiring and colluding with Defendant Schumer Judge 
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McNulty to obstruct Kaul's prosecution of Kl, through the interference and 

influence of a pending federal judicial proceeding, of which the defendants had 

knowledge and of which they possessed a corrupt intent to interfere with or 

attempt to interfere with the proceeding. This evidence of this corrupt intent 

will be evident in the defendants digital and hand-written notes, those of third

party witnesses and the metadata of their digital profiles, the content of which 

can be reconstituted into arabaic format. 

56. The SCHUMER RICO Defendants' use of the mails and wires include, but are not limited 

to: (a) the transmission of letters, e-mails and other materials purposed to obstruct Kaul's 

prosecution of Kl; (b) the transmission of letters, emails and other materials indicating that the 

SCHUMER RICO Defendants had instructed their co-conspirators not to cease all 

communications with Kaul and not provide third-party affidavits; (c) written, telephone, or 

electronic communications regarding the bribery and obstruction of justice; (d) written, 

telephone, or electronic communications regarding discussions between the SCHUMER RICO 

Defendants and state and federal politicians about the scheme to have Kl dismissed and deny 

Kaul due process. 

57. The SCHUMER RICO Defendants also communicated with each other, by U.S. mail, 

interstate facsimile, and interstate electronic mail in furtherance of their scheme to obstruct 

Kaul's prosecution of Kl, and to cause its dismissal with prejudice on February 22, 2019. These 

communications occurred in a period that commenced in or around mid 2016, and were 

initiated by defendants Allstate+ Geico, who through their political lobbyists+ lawyers+ public 

relation consultants contacted agents/representatives of Defendant Schumer. These initial 

communications were made in an 'arms-length' manner, but as the scheme progressed there 

did occur direct communications between the defendants. These direct communications 

occurred principally in the senate buildings in Washington, DC. 

58. The SCHUMER RICO Defendants have not undertaken the practices described herein in 

isolation, but as part of a common scheme and conspiracy. In Violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1962(d), 

the SCHUMER RICO Defendants conspired to violate 18 U.S.C. § 1962(c), as described herein. 

Various other persons, firms, and corporations, including third--party entities and individuals not 

named as defendants in this Complaint, have participated as co, .. conspirators with the CAC RICO 

Defendants in these offenses. They have performed acts in furtherance of the defendants' 

illegal scheme to obstruct Kaul's prosecution of Kl. The SCHUMER RICO Defendants aided and 

abetted others in violation of the above laws. 

59. To achieve their common goals, the SCHUMER RICO Defendants encouraged Judge 
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McNulty to deny Kaul discovery and deny his motions, in order to obstruct his prosecution of 

the case, and cause it to be dismissed with prejudice on February 22, 2019. 

60. The SCHUMER RICO Defendants and each member of the conspiracy, with knowledge 

and intent, agreed to the overall objective of the conspiracy to obstruct Kaul's prosecution of 

Kl. The defendants agreed to conceal the details, and limit their discussions of the scheme to 

communications with each other, their lawyers+ public relation consultants+ political 

lobbyists. However, information pertaining to the scheme was brought to Kaul's attention by 

third-party witnesses who belong to the New Jersey political/medical/legal communities. 

61. The SCHUMER RICO Defendants engaged in a pattern of related and continuous 

predicate acts against the Plaintiff for three years. The predicated acts constituted a variety of 

unlawful activities, each conducted with the common purpose of obstructing Kaul's prosecution 

of Kl. The predicate acts were related and not isolated events. 

62. During the SCHUMER RICO Defendants' perpetration of their scheme, Kaul had 

multiple communications with third-party witnesses in or around January 2019, in 

which he was provided with information as to the fact that the scheme was initiated 

by defendant Allstate+ Geico, who through their lawyers+ poliUcal lobbyists+ public 

relation consultants presented defendant Schumer with the promise of bribes, 

disguised as 'political donations', and the transfer of monies into off-shore 

accounts/trusts and certain 'charitable foundations', including that of the Clinton 

Foundation. 

63. By reason of, and as a result of the misconduct of the SCHUMER RICO 

Defendants, and in particular, their pattern of racketeering activity, Kaul's prosecution 

of Kl has been obstructed, he has been denied discovery, his motions have been 

denied, and his case was dismissed with prejudice on February 22, 2019. 

64. The SCHUMER RICO Defendants' violations of 18 U.S.C. §1962(c) and (d) have 

directly and proximately caused injuries and damage to Kaul, who is entitled to bring 

this action for three times its actual damage, as well as injunctive/equitable relief, 

costs, and reasonable attorneys' fees pursuant to 18 U .S.C. § 1964{c) 
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COUNT TWO 

FOR DECLARATORY AND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF UNDER SECTIONS 16 OF THE CLAYTON ACT FOR 

DEFENDANTS' VIOLATION OF SECTIONS 1 AND 2 OF THE SHERMAN ACT (Against all 

Defendants) 

65. The events, facts and circumstances that caused Kaul to file Kl, and as pied in Kl, were 

also responsible for wide-ranging ant-trust effects on the mir,imally invasive spine surgery 

market in America, one consequence of which was an increase in the abuse of opiate based 

medications, due to an artificial reduction in the availability of minimally invasive spine surgery. 

Kaul asserts that the prosecution of Kl would have exposed these anti-trust violations, and the 

unconstitutional configuration of the mechanism of physician regulation, and would have 

resulted in fundamental regulatory changes, that would have benefitted the public. The 

defendants illegal scheme to obstruct Kaul's prosecution of Kl, has deprived the public of these 

benefits, and has furthered the anti-trust injuries alleged in Kl. 

66. There is no evidence to prove that the current system of physician regulation in the 

United States of America protects the public, but there does exist evidence to prove that many 

state medical boards operate in violation of the due process clauses of the United States 

Constitution. The medical boards/tribunals operate without oversight, frequently merge the 

functions of judge+ jury+ prosecutor, and often initiate actions against physicians for reasons 

of politics+ economics+ professional jealousy, reasons that are concealed from the public. 

67. The illegality of these state administered systems would have been publicly exposed had 

Kaut been permitted to prosecute Kl, and the SCHUMER RICO Defendants' obstruction of the 

case has perpetuated the existence of these illegal schemes, and their anti-trust injuries on the 

healthcare of the American public. 

68. The SCHUMER RICO Defendants anti-competitive scheme, rooted in its obstruction of 

justice, violates both the Sherman+ Clayton Acts. The SCHUMER RICO Defendants knew that 

their illegal scheme would cause further anti-competitive injuries to the minimally invasive 

spine surgery market in the America, but acted with reckless disregard and or willful ignorance 

as to the injuries that their misconduct would cause to the public. 

69. The SCHUMER RICO Defendants, as part of their monopolistic scheme, a scheme rooted 

in the obstruction of Kaul's prosecution of Kl, conspired to maintain monopoly power for 

themselves and their Kl co-conspirators and bribers, with regards to the minimally invasive 

spine surgery market in the United States. This was in violation of Section 2 of the Sherman Act. 
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70. The SCHUMER RICO Defendants obstruction of Kaul's prosecution of K1, has facilitated 

and furthered a monopolization of the minimally invasive spine surgery in America by the K1 

defendants, that would not have occurred absent their obstruction of justice. This has caused 

further anti-trust injury to Kaul and similarly trained minimally invasive spine surgeons in the 

United States, and has further deprived the public of the benefits of competition, in violation of 

Section 1 of the Sherman Act. 

71. Kaul's reputation and economic standing were furthered injured by the defendants anti-

trust violations, which have continued to deprive Kaul of his ability to practice minimally 

invasive spine surgery. Such an injury of "exclusion", one that would have been rectified, but 

for the defendants obstruction of Kaul's prosecution of K1, is the type antitrust laws were 

designed to prevent, and which is a direct consequence of the defendants unlawful obstruction 

of justice. 

72. Kaul continues to suffer and will continue to suffer in the future from being excluded 

from the minimally invasive spine surgery market, more than he would have absent the 

defendants anti-competitive obstruction of justice. If Kaul has been permitted to prosecute Kl, 

the progression of these anti-competitive injuries would have been partially mitigated. 

73. Defendants' anti-competitive obstruction of justice, pursued in the context of bribery, 

kickbacks and fraud is not entitled to Noeer-Pennington immunity. 

74. Kaul, pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 57 and U.S.C. § 2201(a) hereby seeks a declaratory 

judgment that Defendants' conduct in the obstruction of Kaul's prosecution of Kl, has 

prevented Kaul's competition in the minimally invasive spine surgery market, in violation of 

Sections 1 and 2 of the Sherman Act 

COUNT THREE 

DEPRIVATION OF RIGHT UNDER COLOR OF LAW {Against all Defendants) 

75. Plaintiff hereby repeats and incorporates by reference each and every one of the 

foregoing paragraphs as though fully set forth. 

76. The defendants acted under color of state law, in depriving Kaul of his civil rights 

and constitutionally protected right to due process pursuant to the Fifth+ Eight+ 
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Fourteenth Amendments of the United States Constitution. 

77. From the commencement of the case on February 22, 2016, the defendants and or 

their counsel/agents became intertwined with the counsel/agents of defendants related 

to Defendant State of New Jersey. These entities included: (i) CHRISTOPHER J. CHRISTIE; 

(ii) THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY; (iii) JEFFREY CHIESA, ESQ; (iv) STEVEN LOMAZOW; (v) 

GREGORY PRZYBYLSKI, MD; (vi) NEW JERSEY BOARD OF MEDICAL EXAMINERS; (vii} 

WILLIAM ROEDER. 

78. There existed a sufficiently close nexus between the state/state actors, and the 

defendants, in that the political and economic motives were almost identical. The 

defendants, in the knowledge that Kaul's prosecution of Kl would expose the crimes 

committed by the state during the administrative board proceedings (April 9, 2013 to 

June 28, 2013), acted to obstruct the prosecution, cause Kaul to be denied discovery and 

cause the Court to deny all of Kaul's motions. 

79. The State created the legal framework from which defendants Allstate+ Geico 

exercised the power of the State to have Kaul's license revoked, in order to negate their 

financial obligations to Kaul. All of the defendants, except Defendant Schumer, made 

'political donations' to CHRISTOPHER J.CHRISTIE, in a period from 2009 to 2016. 

80. Subsequent to the first case management conference in May 2016, the Court 

configured the case in order to procedurally align the interests of the state and non-state 

defendants, in the knowledge that the events+ facts+ circumstances that caused Kaul to 

file Kl, evidenced that there already existed a merger of public and private function 

between the State and non-state defendants. Defendant Christie had converted the state 

into a racketeering enterprise, in which he sold state functions/authority/information to 

defendants Allstate+ Geico +TD+ Gibbons+ Gannett, in return for bribes disguised as 

'political campaign donations'. 

81. These defendants adopted the mantle of state authority, that they used in Kl to 

perpetuate the deprivation of Kaul's right to due process, a deprivation that commenced 

on April 2, 2012, and first became evident on My 22, 2012, when the acting director of 

the division of consumer affairs, Eric Kanefsky illegally suspended Kaul's CDS prescribing 

privileges. This pattern of due process violation next became evident on June 13, 2012 

when K2 defendant NJBME illegally suspended Kaul's license, quashed witness 

subpoenas for Kanefksy + Attorney General, Jeffrey Chiesa, and the president of K2 

defendant NJBME, Paul Jordan, MD. This pattern has continued for seven (7) years in 
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administrative+ state+ federal courts within the geographic boundaries of New Jersey, 

82. The defendants scheme to obstruct Kaul's prosecution of Kl has been made under 

the color of and in conspiracy with state actors, who were defendants in Kl, but all of 

whom, however, were dismissed with prejudice on June 30, 2017 (D. E. 200) by Judge 

Kevin McNulty. This was a calculated tactic designed to dampen the political corruption 

thrust of Kl. Defendant Schumer, as with Kl defendant Christie, has for many years used 

the power of his political office in furtherance of schemes that enriched himself, his 

family and friends. 

83. The defendants scheme to deprive Kaul of his right to due process and obstruct his 

prosecution of Kl was and is an intentional and highly coordinated scheme, that involved 

collusion and conspiracy between state actors/agencies and the defendants. Defendant 

Gibbons receives legal work from the state, and a percentage of these profits are 

directed to Judge Kevin McNulty. This is an illegal arrangement that violates the doctrine 

that underpins the fundamental separation of powers, a doctrine on which this country 

was founded. 

84. The defendants knew that their scheme to deprive Kaul of his right to due process 

was illegal, but calculated that Kaul would never be able to expose their scheme. 

85. The defendants illegal scheme to obstruct Kaul's prosecution of Kl has 

perpetuated the economic and reputational damages that commenced on April 2, 2012 

and has caused further damage to these attributes and to Kaul's professional standing. 

The economic damages are detailed in the Original Complaint (D.E. 1-2 Page ID 198 to 

200). 

86. The defendants, in obstructing Kaul's prosecution of Kl and depriving him of his 

constitutionally protected right to due process, have conspired with each other and with 

actors/agents of the State of New Jersey. These state actors are motivated to want to 

suppress Kl, in the knowledge that it will expose the crimes committed against Kaul 

during the administrative board proceedings that resulted in the illegal revocation of 

Kaul's license (April 9, 2013 to June 28, 2013}. The politico-legal nexus that exists 

between the state and the administrative+ state+ federal courts within the geographic 

boundaries of New Jersey, has been used by the defendants to obstruct Kaul's 

prosecution of Kl. 

87. Kaul filed Kl on February 22, 2016 in the United States District Court for the 
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Southern District of New York. On April 3, 2019, Kaul's efforts at obtaining discovery have 

continued to be denied. This lack of "substantive" justice is exactly what Kaul predicted 

would occur (Kaul v Christie: United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit-16-

1397 -CV D.E. 41 Page 1 to 170). This is illegal, and is partly a consequence of the 

defendants deprivation, under color of state law, of Kaul's right to due process, a 

deprivation that was implemented in furtherance of the conspiracy that officially 

commenced on April 2, 2012. 

VI. DEMAND FOR JUDGMENT 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff seeks judgment against the Defendants jointly and severally, 

as follows: 

88. Compensatory damages from all defendants in their individual capacities. 

89. Consequential damages from all defendants in their individual capacities. 

90. Punitive damages from all defendants in their individual capacities. 

91. Declaring that the defendants funneled bribes to Judge Kevin McNulty and 

Defendant Schumer through the law firm of Defendant Gibbons, and the political 

campaign funds of Defendant Schumer. 

92. Declaring that the bribes were part of a quid pro quo scheme, the purpose of 

which was to obstruct Kaul's prosecution of Kl. 

93. Declaring that the conduct alleged herein is in violation of Sections 1 and 2 of 

the Sherman Act and of the other statutes set forth above. 

94. Enjoining defendants from continuing the illegal activities alleged herein. 

95. Granting Kaul equitable relief in the nature of disgorgement, restitution and 

the creation of a constructive trust to remedy defendants' unjust enrichment 

96. Awarding Kaul treble, multiple, punitive and/or other damages in the amount 
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to be determined at trial or through settlement. 

97. Awarding Kaul costs of suit, including reasonable attorneys' fees as provided 

bylaw. 

98. Granting such other relief as is necessary to correct for the anti-competitive 

effects caused by the unlawful conduct of defendants, and as the Court deems just. 

VII. JURY DEMAND 

Kaul demands trial by jury on all issues so triable 

VIII. DEMAND FOR INSURANCE 

Demand is hereby made for all insurance policies, which may cover the damages 

alleged in this Complaint 
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Richard Kaul 

From: 

Sent: 
Rober1 Conroy {RConroy@drlaw.com) 

Tuesday, May 22, 2012 4:31 PM 

To: Richard Kaul 

Subject: FW: I/MIO Rrchard Kaul, M.D. 

From: Robert Conroy 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2012 3:40 PM 
To: 'Doreen Hafner' (Doreen.Hafner@dol.lps.state.nj.us) 
Subject: I/M/0 Richard Kaul, M.O. 

Please share this email with the powers that be. 

I am not accusing you of bad faith but I believe that the Attorney General and the Acting Director of the 
Division of Consumer Affairs have not only acted In extreme bad faith in seeking to summarily suspend 
my client's CDS privileges but that have done so as part of a cheap piece of political theater and have 
made a mockery of my client's Due Process Rights. We believe their actions to have so prejudiced the 
administrative process that Dr. Kaul Is unable to obtain a fair hearing. I have raised the Improper merger 
of the rnvestigatory, prosecutorial and adjudicatory functions fn the Office of Attorney General before as 
a clearly unconstitutional practice. Apparently, this wlll give us the factual basis to establish once and 
for all that the Office of Attorney General cannot be trusted to conduct itself fairly and within the 
confines of the Constitution. Insofar as the Attorney General and the Acting Director of the Division of 
Consumer Affairs have made statements to the media that clearly reveal their personal animus toward 
my client and their pre-Judgment of this matter, we call upon them to immediately recuse themselves 
from any and all future deliberations, etc., involving Dr. Kaul, and make themselves available to testify as 
required by a subpoena I will be issuing to compel their attendance at the hearing on this latest 
summary suspension. I must also warn them about engagioi jn any efforts to obstruct our client's 
attempt to receive a fair hearing or cover up their previous lnvolvem lastly, we are presently 
consl ering e era action. Might I remind the powers that be that we have been successful in the past 
in obtaining a slzeable attorneys' fee award against the state in a Board matter; indeed, we are the only 
party in the history of our Republic to ever have the US Marshall seize a state's general revenue fund. 
Apparently, they want to afford us another opportunity to do so. 

If cooler heads prevail, please have them contact me. Otherwise, I can assure them that this will 
ultimately not be judged their finest hour. 

Robert J. (Bob) Conroy 
Kern Augustine 
Conroy & Schoppmann, P.C. 
1120 Route 22 East 
Bridgewater, NJ 08807 
tel: 908-704-8585 
fax: 908-704-8899 
email: conroy@drlaw.com or roberticonroy@post.harvard.edu 
Admitted to practice law in: New York, New Jersey, Callfornla, Florida, Pennsylvania and the District of 
Columbia 

6/16/2012 
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Default - Rule 55A (CO 40 Revised-6/2019) 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT AND BANKRUPTCY COURTS
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

Plaintiff(s) 
Civil Action: 

v. 

Defendant(s) 

RE: 

DEFAULT 

It appearing that the above-named defendant(s) failed to plead or otherwise defend this action though 

duly served on   , and an affidavit 

on behalf of the plaintiff having been filed, it is this   day of  ,    declared 

that defendant(s) is/are in default. 

ANGELA D. CAESAR, Clerk 

By: 
Deputy Clerk 

KAUL et al

1:19-cv-03050-TSC

FEDERATION OF STATE MEDICAL BOARDS et al

DEFENDANTS:  JAY HOWARD SOLOMON

with summons and copy of the complaint 12/19/19

28th July 2020

/s/ T. Davis
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